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The aim of this research was to establish the effects
of superphosphate fertilizer on the fatigue life of
2024

=

T4 aluminium alloy ..

Rotating beam, direct stress

and reverse bend fatigue tests were carried out on both
notched and un=notched specimenso

The results showed that

moist superphosphate caused a dramatic loss in fatigue
life even at stresses as low as 4 tons/sqoinee

It was

found that the type of fracture obtained in air was the
same for all stress systems studied, but that the cycle
frequency and the presence of a stress concentrator such
as a notch modified the type of fracture produced in air
testso

The presence of the corrodent profoundly modified

the shape of the fracture and valley fractures were
produced with all the stress systems studied.,
Research studies included the effect of superphosphate
on fatigue crack initiation and propagation and it was
found that although the corrodent had a marked effect on
the crack propagation rates, it had little, if any, effect
on the crack initiationo

From these studies a tentative

theory of corrosion accelerated fatigue has been postulatedo
This theory has been used to explain the results obtained
in the present research~'
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JNTRQDUCT ION.

In the highly mechanised New Zealand agricultural industry,
wide use is made of light aircraft for the spreading of
agricultural chemicals, mainly fertilizers, on pasture lands and
crops ..

Some idea as to the size and importance of this aerial

top dressing industry to New Zealand can be gained from the
figures for current fertilizer production,.

The current

production of superphosphate fertilizers· is approximately
2,000,000 tons, worth about $30 million, of which about

1,000,000 tons is spread by aerial top dressing techniqueso

In

addition to the superphosphate fertilizers some 1,000,000 tons
of crushed limestone is applied to pasture lands and of this
amount some 60~000 tons (6% of total) is accounted for by aerial
top dressing tecl:~.niques o

There is cons iderab l.e capita 1

investment in equipment to apply these fertilizers and there
are over 300 agriculturaI aircraft together with loading
equipment and service facilities in use in New Zealando

In

addition to the -aerial top dressing fleet there is a large
capital investment in bulk top dressing trucks and privately
owned top dressing units ..

4o
One of the problems the aerial top dressing industry has to
face is the risk of fatigue failures of aircraft components.,
Top dressing aircraft operate under severe conditions and the
take=off, in-flight and landing loads imposed on structural
members are high with greatly increased risk of fatigue failures ..
Fatigue failures of such components as landing gear and
propellors are not uncommon and the risk of a major structural
failure is always presento

Any component failure means the

prospect of an accident with possible injuries to the pilot, or
loss of life, as well as extensive damage to the aircraft.

Thus

it is of considerable economic importance to avoid component
failures if possible ..

An unknown factor is the effect of

superphosphate on the fatigue properties of the materials
commonly used in the construction of light aircraft ..

It is

possible that the combined effects of corrosion and fatigue
loading could cause rapid fatigue failures with enhanced risk
of a catastrophic failureo
Attempts are at present being made by the civil aviation
authorities both in New Zealand and Australia to estimate the
safe life of agricultural aircraft.

In both countries, .work is

under way measuring the in=flight loads sustained by various
types of aircraft engaged in aerial top dressing
effort to establish the load spectrum.

( 1 2),'(
'
in an

However, to make

realistic estimates of the safe lives of these aircraft,

*

Numbers in parenthesis refer to references to be
given at the end of the thesis0

information as to the effects of agricultural chemicals,
especially superphosphate fertilizers, on the fatigue life of
the alloys used in their construction is necessary ..

In addition

to aiding the estimation of safe life, any information which can
improve the safety margin in aerial top dressing is of value,
both in possible saving of lives and in prevention of damage to
aircrafto
During the loading and spreading operations, especially
with those involving solids such as superphosphate, the aircraft
becomes liberally coated with fine dusto

This dust lodges on

external structural members such as tail planes and landing ge,ar,
and also penetrates the interior of the aircraft lodging on the
main spar and other internal structural memberso

The presence

of any moisture means increased risk of corrosion attack on the
exposed alloy members and this is especially so if the protective
coating has been damaged during service or inspectiono

One

question which requires to be ·resolved is at what stage is the
dust deposited on the aircraft, during the loading operations or
during the spreading operationso

From studies at the Auckland

University School of Engineering( 3 ) it has been demonstrated
that very little dust is picked up during actual spreading
operations and that the dust is deposited on the aircraft
during the actual loading operationso

One way of reducing this

dust pick up is to use granulated superphosphate rather than the
powder form, and several manufacturers are now supplying
granulated superphosphate for aerial top dressing worko

4.
Information is available on the influence of a number of
agricultural chemicals on the corrosion of several different
materials used in the construction of aircraft,( 4 ) but this
data has been gathered from static laboratory corrosion tests
without any applied stresso

There is to date no information

available regarding the effects of these chemicals on the
fatigue properties of the alloys commonly used in aircrafto
The only reference to corrosion fatigue of aircraft components
being caused by superphosphate is an Australian paper,(S) but
no specific information is givene

The present investigation,

which is under the sponsorship of Chemistry Division, D.S.I.R.,
is aimed at examining the effects of superphosphate fertilizers
on the fatigue properties of 2024-T4 aluminium alloyo

This

alloy was selected as it is the most commonly used alloy in the
light aircraft engaged in aerial top dressing and especially
as it is used in the construction of aircraft built in New
Zealand, such as the Fletcher FU24o

Superphosphate fertilizers

were selected as the corrodents because of their known corrosive
properties toward aluminium alloys and because they are the most
widely used fertilizers in New Zealande
Several grades of superphosphate fertilizer are used in
New Zealand but the three major types are standard superphosphate
(25% of total production), aerial superphosphate (21% of total)
and potassic mixtures (24% of total)o

The remaining 30% of

current production is made up of a number of special mixtures
containing trace elements such as copper, cobalt, molybdenum

and sulphur&

It is often reported, erroneously, that

superphosphate contains free sulphuric acid, but these
fertilizers while being free from sulphuric acid normally
contain 2 ~ 3% of phosphoric acid (H

3

Po 4 )e

The presence of

phosphoric acid is necessary for chemical stability of some
of the phosphatic compounds in the superphosphate fertilizers.
The aerial superphosphate has a very low free acid content and
is thus somewhat more stable under humid conditions than other
grades, this is necessary to ensure that the fertilizer runs
freely from the hopper during spreading operationso

Aerial

superphosphate and a 33% potassic superphosphate were used as
corrodents in the current investigation as these grades
represent the bulk of the fertilizers spread by aerial top
dressing techniqueso

CHAPTER

T W O.

b, THE :MECHANISM-OF :METAL FATIGUE.
2o 1 Introductione
With the vast output of literature on the subject of metal
fatigue, estimated now to be at the rate of over 700 papers
per year, ( 6 ) it could perhaps be said with reasonable confidence
that metal fatigue should no longer be a problem in engineeringo
However, the amount of literature available is, it seems, in
inverse proportion to our understanding of the basic mechanisms
of the formation and propagation of cracks in metals and alloys
undergoing cyclic stresso

The volume of literature available

to the researcher also helps to cause confusion as it is
virtually impossible to be aware of all that has been and is
being published.,

Another factor which has to be considered is

that as far as the actual mechanism of fatigue is concerned
virtually only those papers published in the late 1960 6 s appear
to be of any real value and many prominent researchers have
modified or altered views which they have advanced only a few
years earliero
The importance of the problem of metal fatigue in
engineering is emphasised by the flood of literature on this
topic and this is especially true for the transportation
industry in general and the aeronautical industry in particular
It is in the field of aeronautical engineering that perhaps the
bulk of the work has been carried out, and there is a
considerable body of information available on the fatigue

0

7.
properties of the high strength aluminium alloysa

-There is

also a danger here in that many workers dealing with the
aluminium alloys, often in thin sheet, try to base a
universal theory of fatigue on their resultse

It is

felt that this approach is open to criticism, as the face
centred cubic (fee) aluminium alloys are not necessarily
representative of the behaviour of say, body centred cubic
(bee) alloys, and

work on thin sheet similarly is :not

necessarily representative of bulk material such as extruded
and rolled sectionse
There are two methods of approach to the problem of
fatigue, one based on continuum mechanics and the other on
the basic microstructural mechanism of crack initiation and
propagationa

These two approaches serve to emphasise the

different interests of two groups of researchers in the field
of fatiguea

The continuum mechanics approach is more the

engineering approach for here is the effort to reduce the
problem of crack propagation to a mathematical model from
which predictions of crack growth rates can be made which will
enable the designer to select such stress levels that
catastrophic failure of a part.can be avoided.

This approach

f"

could be termed the "safe=life" approach.,

The continuum

approach ignores the question of crack initiation assuming
there is a crack present and is reaily only interested in
its rate of growtho

The metallurgist,on the other hand, is concerned with
the basic atomic mechanism of fatigue crack initiation and
propagation and in examining, and he hopes, explaining the
features of a fatigue cracko

Such topics as the effect of

precipitate particles, grain size and orientation, grain
boundaries and environment form part of the microstructural
approach

0

The metallurgist is thus concerned with why a

crack forms and propagates, while the engineer is interested
in how long it will take the crack to grow to dangerous
proportionso

Ideally, the perfect theory will combine both

approaches but at present this combination, while desired by
both groups, is not yet possibleo

It must be emphasised

that both methods of approach to the problem of metal
fatigue h~ve their value and each can help the other to a
better understanding of the problemo
The growth of a fatigue crack can be divided into three
phases;

nucleation, propagation and final failureo

The

nucleation period can be further sub=divided into a period
of cyclic slip resulting in the formation of persistent slip
bands, the development of these bands into micro=cracks which
in turn develop into a macro~cracko

Two problems to be

decided are at what point a micro=crack is formed and when
does a micro=crack become a macro=cracko

One thing is

certain and it is that a crack forms early in the total
fatigue life of the structure or test piece under consideration.
The percentage of the fatigue life spent in nucleation and

crack propagation depends very much on the geometry of the
particular parto

If the structure is one utilising thin

plates with built in stress concentrations then the formation
of a dominant macro=crack takes place relatively: early :in the
fatigue u:.fe and hence the major part of the total fatigue
life is taken up by crack propagat ione

It is in tbis type of

situation, such as is found in aircraft, that the continuum
mechanics approach proves very valuableo vH.th a large and
bulky part with no distinct stress concentrator, such as
arises in the testing of a fatigue specimen, then a large
percentage of the total life is spent in the nucleation stage,
although technically it is considered that a micro-crack
forms very early in the lifeo

This type of· situation is the

usual one studied by the metallurgist and his major problem
is deciding at what stage a macro=crack can be said to have
formedo
2o2

The Continuum Mechanics Approach~
An excellent review of continuum models is given by

Erdogan(?) in a publication dealing with crack propagation
theories in generalo

In this publication he covers the

various models that have been put forward and also sets out
his own approacho

In his introduction to the section dealing

with fatigue crack propagation Erdogan states that
11

Partly due to the fact that crack propagation
represents a large portion of the fatigue life
mostly in thin plates and shells, partly because
of the importance of fatigue in such elements as

10.,
they appear in the airplane design and ship building
and partly because of the analytical simplicity of the
problem resulting from a two dimensional idealization,
the existing quantitative continuum models of fatigue
crack propagation have almost exclusively dealt with
a plate with a straight through crack subjected to
uni=axial repeated extensional loads.,

If

.,l is the

half length or length of the crack and n is the
number of load cycles, in all these models, it is
assumed that

d'

~ is a continuous function of such

variables as the external load, the dimensions and
the material propertieso

The primary objective is

then to determine this functiono 11
One of the earlier models which has enjoyed some success
in predicting crack propagation rates is that put forward by
Head(B)o

Head considered an infinite plate, a ~entral crack

of length 2.t and one dimensional repeated loads of range
value

er, and used a mechanical model assuming rigid=plastic

work~hardening elements ahead of the crack tip and elastic
elements over the remainder of the plateo

He arrived at the

following relationship;

~
dn

=

f

(er)

oeoooeooooooooeooeGooooo

1

where p is the size of the plastic zone at the crack tip and

er is the applied loado

f

(u-) was found to be of the 'form,

1 1.,

f

(J"

(Ci)

=

3
• o e • o o· o o o • o o e •

2

eoo•ooooooooee

3

and combining 1 and 2;

0:
C1

(er

3

I

ys

o:ys

where

-e,3/2

~er) P-"2

is the yield stress and

c1

is a matetial constant

which has to be determined experimentallyo

The plastic zone

size p, is assumed to be constante
... · Frost and Dugdale(_9 } showed that p, the plastic ·zone
pize, is not constant but is dependent on crack length and
is proportional to

er 2-t.,

From their analysis they arrived

at the conclusion
. that M,d.
n is linearly dependent on crack
lengtho

From experimental data they observed that~ is

proportio;nal to cr-3 and thus

~

dn

Where

c2

=

0000ooeo900•004

is a characteristic parameter of the materiale

Liu(lO) arrived at the conclusion that

=

ooeoeaoooeoooo5

Where F is a function of the mean stress ( 6
of the external loads (a- )o

m

) and the range

From a ;f:urther analysis ( 11 )

considering a hysteresis energy dissapation model he pointed
out that the effect of the mean stress in crack propagation
is ·not significant and the function F is pro port iona 1 to cY 2 ,

thus;

~
dn

where

c3

=

C 0'2,t.

eeeeeo

3

0

ooooaeeeoooo

6

is a material constanto

McEvily and co=workers(lZ - 13 ) approached the problem
from the point of view of stress concentrationo

They argued

that the Local stress immediately ahead of the t:rack tip is
raised to the fracture level as a result of work hardening
under cyclic load thus causing ruptureo

It was then stated

that the crack propagation ·rate must ·be a function of the
maximum stress around the crack tipe

~
dn

=

o o e

o

o o o o o o e o •

o

o o o o o

7

Assuming the crack to be a flat elliptical hole 0may be
max
expressed as

= (1 +

crmax

z/; )er

e " ., e ,, ., " .,

~ " ., ,,

Where Ks is the static stress concentration factor and

8

I'

is the ·radius of curvature at the tip region of the crack

0

Thus;
=

e

o

e o e o o o o e o o o o e o o o e

9

Other workers have followed along the lines suggested
by McEvily and Illg basing their arguments on the stress
.--

intensity factor K~ (K

=(!'

J.l) o

The central point of this

argument is that the stress intensity factor is a parameter
which represents both the geometry and the external loads
and is the true measurement of the stress state around the

13o
crack ·tip ..

Hence it should be the most important factor

affecting the crack growth rateo
In a critical analysis of various continuum models,
Paris and Erdogan(l 4 ) arrived at the tentative ·conclusion
that,

Mt
dn =
c4

where

K

@eoeooeoeoooooo

is a material constant which

is

o oo

eooa

10

a function of

material parameters derived experimentallyo

This model has

been found to be quite satisfactory for the high strength
aluminium alloys but has not proved to be as satisfactory
for copper base alloyso(?)
The more recent work, as for example that reported in
the American Society for Testing and Materials publication,
"Fatigue Crack Propagation" t (lS) continues along the lines
of using the stress intensity factor as a correlation
parametero

Two recent papers appear to confirm that

Equation 10 is a reasonable approximation for crack growth
rates.,

Weertman(l 6 ) in a theoret:ical approach arrives at,

=

aooooGooeooeoooaooooell

wher·e C 5 is a materia 1 constant o
form to 10 above as K =

crji0

It is of the ident ica 1

In an experimental approach

Pearson (1 ?) measured actual growth rates and arrived at,

~
dn

=

0000000000000

oooeeeosl2

This is of course of the form,

~
dn

=

Constant x K3 e 6

oeeo0oooo«>eeooo•eooo

13

In his review of continuum models(?) Erdogan puts
forward his own model based on considerations of dislocation
density at the crack tip and the force necessary to cause
dislocation movement and hence crack growth0

Here is an

attempt to combine both the continuum and the microstructural
approacheso

From his arguments he arrives at the following

formula;

~
dn

=

oooooo'eooeoeoooooooe

14

where A, a , a , .are positive constants to be determined
1
2
experimentally,
crack tip and

Pmax is the maximum plastic zone size at the
Pr

is the plastic zone size for the range of

strains in the materialo
Miller et al(lS) concluded that the crack growth rate
was proportional to the square of the plastic=strain
amplitude (

Ep )

and from experimental data derive the

following formula,

=

B (

f p )2

The factor B was found to il,ncrease and decrease with
corresponding changes ·in stacking fault energyo

Their

formula appears to bear some resemblance to that put forward

by Erdogan but in his case a

1

and a

2

are both less than unity

and thus the crack growth rate depends on some power of the
plastic zone size which lies between 1 and 2o
The existing continuum models are based almost exclusively
on propagation rates of fatigue cracks in thin plates under
symmetric plane extensional loads and are thus not necessarily
applicable to rod or other bulky sectionso

They also in the

main, ignore the effects of microstructural variables and
environment, although it is difficult to see how these
variables can be brought into the continuum approacho

The

theories are often based on experimental data derived from
tests using .a simulated fatigue crack, often a fine saw cut,
and it can be suggested that the early rates of crack
propagation measured are not necessarily representative of
actual growth rates that would occur in practice0

The theory

proposed by Erdogan is an attempt to approach from the basic
microstructural angle in that he bases his argument on
dislocation movement under applied stress, but as he himself
points out, even his theory fails to take into account such
variabies as grain size and environmente
Most of the continuum models set out in the literature
are based on sine=wave cyclic loading but in practice random
loading is more likely to be encounteredo

Many researchers

in the field of fatigue are now using random loading testing
and it is to be hoped that a continuum model to cover the
case of random loading can be developeda

However, it can be

said that the continuum models available do give the designer a
working tool when designing to avoid fatigue, provided their
limitations are kept in minda
2e 3

~ ~ u c t u r a l Mechanisms of....£~~ o
The initiation and growth of a fatigue crack takes place

in three phases=

1)

crack nucleation

2)

microcrack propagation

3)

macrocrack propagation with final

failure following the macrocrack stagee

Unfortunately, while

there is general agreement that a fatigue crack forms and
propagates in these three phases, there is considerable
discussion as to just how and by what mechanism the process
proceedso

All workers agree that slip under cyclic loading

plays a major role in all three phasese

There have been a

number of review articles written recently covering various
aspects of fatigue crack initiation and growth but all the
authors agree that there is still doubt as to the actual
mechanisms by which a fatigue crack is formed and growso Some
of the problems which arise are due to different researchers
using different stressing systems (eoge, torsion, reverse bend
or tension), different materials and alloy systems, and
different types of specimen (eogo, strip compared to bulk
specimens)o

A further problem is that many researchers have

used high strain amplitudes in order to shorten specimen life
and thus speed up the testing programmeo

It is felt that such

high strain tests do not necessarily reproduce the fatigue

17

6

damage that would occur in practice, that is, in a low strain
long life situationo

There is indeed considerable grounds for

speculation concerning some of the phenomena observed in
fatigue tests as these have often been observed on the surfaces
of highly polished, large grained specimens, conditions which
are not found very often in normal engineering applicationsa
As in the continuum models, the bulk of the work on crack
initiation and propagation has been carried out using the fee
aluminium alloys.,

The alloys of interest are the high strength,

age hardening ones and can be said to form a rather special
group of materials 0

In these alloys, for tests run in air,

several stages of fatigue crack propagation can be distinguishedo
Initially the fatigue crack starts on a plane inclined at 45° to
the maximum tensile stress, then after a very short number of
cycles, it changes direction to run at 90° to the maximum
tensile stress, finally, over the latter stages, changing
direction again back on to a plane at 45° to the tensile stresso
In· this latter stage very rapid crack propagation occurso

In

the case of bending stress or direct stress fatigue testing
the specimen axis coincides with the direction of the maximum
tensile stress and thus the inclination of the fracture surface
relative to the specimen axis is the same as that relative to
the maximum tensile stresso

This is not the case in torsion

fatigue testing and a somewhat different crack morphology
results o

Figure

2/l taken from a paper by Forsyth ( 19 )

illustrates the general mode of failure in bending or direct
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Figure 2/1

A schematic illustration of the various
modes of fatigue fracture observed in
strong aluminium alloy,_s"

This is a

composite arrangement of possible
modes, and does not necessarily
represent a general sequenceo (From
Forsyth= Reference 19)e
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stress fatigue testingo
The development of fractography, that is the study of
fracture surfaces using an optical microscope, has led to
the obse:t:'Vation of several striking features on fatigue
crack surfaceso

These features, or striations, appear to

be related to the loading history of the specimen as their
spacing is apparently related to the level of cyclic load
imposed.,

Each striation is formed by the movement of the

crack front under one load cycle and thus the number of
striations present and their spacing can be taken as an
indication of the number of load cycles imposed and the
level of stress in each load cyclee

Two basic types of

striation have been observed, one running more or less at
right angles to the applied tensile stress across the
fracture surface, and the other a river type which is
parallel to the tensile stresso

The river pattern striation

appears to be somewhat similar' to those found on cleavage
fracture surfaceso
2o3o1

Initiation of Fatigue Crackso
The first major step towards understanding the initiation

( 20
o f f atigue crac k s was due to Wood and co=workers

=

22)

0

They carried out torsion fatigue tests on copper and observed
the formation of pores or voids which developed into
micr:'ocrackso

Wood divided the idealized fatigue curve

(s ~ N curve) into three ranges (Figure 2/2 ) ;

the high

strain amplitude or H range, the low strain amplitude or F

F Range

- --106

10 7

CYCLES TO FAILURE
Figura 2/2:

Idealised fatigue curve postulated by Wood
showing the three suggested ranges.

(22).

2L
range, and the very Iow strain or S rangeo
covered specimen lives up to about 10
10 5 = 10

8

5

The H range

cycles, the F range

cycles and the S range lives greater than 10

8

cycles.

Wood et al(ZZ) showed that different phenomena occur in each
of the three rangeso

In the H range, the pores were observed

to form in the boundaries of sub=grains which formed during
the fatigue testo

The pores coalesced into cavities along

the sub=grain boundaries and finally linked into embryo cracks
which still followed the sub boundaries.

These embryo cracks

developed in turn into microcracks (confined within a single
grain) and these in turn developed into macrocracks, after
which final fracture soon followedo

The pores were observed

to form after about l/200th of the specimen lifeo
In the F range a different mode of initiation was
observedo

After about 1/l000th of the expected life persistent

slip bands appeared in the specimen surface and these became
the sites for the formation of small isolated pores.

These

pores multiplied, coalescing into cavities that were elongated
along the slip bands and finally disintegrating the slip
bands along their whole length to form fissures penetrating
the interior of the specimene

Wood termed these fissures

fatigue zones and noted that they formed along the planes of
maximum shear stresso

The fatigue zones were observed to

multiply until some developed into microcracks, then into
macrocracks and thus caused ultimate failureo
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In the S range it was observed that up to about 10 7
cycles some slip movements were concentrated in slip bands
long enough to form fatigue zones but the fatigue zones formed
After about 10 7 cycles

were few and apparently harmlesso

distortion zones developed and these persisted in increasing
number without producing anything more than short isolated
islands of disintegration 0

Wood concluded that continued

cycling actually destroyed any fatigue zones thus giving the
prolonged life in the Sor psuedo=safe rangeo

Wood observed

that intrusions and extrusions were seen on the specimen
surface but dismissed these as being a side effect of fatigue
damage rather than a cause of fatigue crack initiation

0

In

this latter point he appears to differ from some later workerse

·(19 ' 23

Forsyth and co=workers

different picture to that of Woodo

=

26) presented a somewhat
In their work on high

strength aluminium alloys they noted the formation of broad
slip bands, which persisted after etching of the specimen
0

surfaceo

These persistent slip bands were up to 500 A wide

and along the bands precipitation re=solution occurred, also
a sub=grain structure formed in these zoneso

They further

observed that microcracks formed in the zoneso

Two types of

crack formation are described in their work, Stage I cracking
occurring at 45° to the specimen axis, that is along the
maximum shear planes, and Stage II cracking at 90° to the
specimen axisa

The initial crack is formed by Stage I cracking

and in this point Forsyth agrees with Woodo

The Stage I

cracking occupies only a small fraction of the total fracture
surface area but can account for a large portion of the actual
fatigue life especially at low strain amplitudeso
In a more recent study(Z 6 ) of Stage I or shear mode
cracking in aluminium alloys using reverse bend and torsion
testing, Stubbington and Forsyth showed that such cracking
/1 ~ ~'(
occurred on the \)l~
crystal planes,

Persistent slip bands

and associated fatigue cracks ran from the specimen surface
towards the neutral axis along planes at approximately 45° to
the test piece surfaceo
A recent report by Wilkov and Shield(Z?) puts forward
evidence which appears to support the mechanism proposed by
Wood in the F rangee

They studied both single and

polycrystalline specimens of fee metals and observed that
fatigue damage always began as a sequence of small cavities
oriented on the slip traces~

These cavities increased in

number and size, ultimately joining to form either a
continuous microcrack or a shallow surface intrusiono

Two

distinct modes of formation and coalescence of the cavities
were noticed and the fatigue damage observed was a combination
of the two modese

In the first mode, cavity and intrusion

formation was restricted to a single slip lineo

The cavities

form along the slip line and join together to form a

*

Using the standard crystallographic nomenclatureG

24.
continuous intrusiono

In the second mode the cavities form in

two slip directions and coalesce to form a shallow surface
depression parallel to the principal slip traceo
Wilkov and Shield, unlike Wood, noted that although
sub=grains were formed, the deep intrusions did not form in
the sub-boundaries although the surface cavities appeared to
nucleate initially .in the :t;'egions near grain boundarieso

They

further observed that (Z~ PeZO)
"A threshold stress ·does not appear to exist, in
I

that cavities are always formed after a sufficient
number of cycles at even the lowest stress levelso
However, a given stress level, determined by the
test condition, is required to cause their
propagation into an intrusiono"

Any change in test condition which increased the ability of
a disl~cation to cross slip, such as an increase in stacking
fault energy, temperature, stress or chan&e in orientation,
increased the width of the second mode of fatigue damageo
Two recent reviews, one by Ham(ZS) and the other by
Schijve(z 9 ) do not include the work of Wilkov and Shield~
Ham notes that there·is general agreement that slip,
especially cross slip, plays the major part in the initiation
of a fatigue crack and that this slip can cause intrusions or
0

notches 1000 A deep in a very few cyclese

These intrusions

serve as stress raisers' to ensure -that slip continu~s
locality$

He adopts the view that such phenomena as

in

the

25.
cavities, pores, persistent slip bands and extrusions occur
after the formation of the initial intrusiono

He does not

however offer any explanation as to how these deep intrusions
are formedo

Schijve notes that the nucleation of a microcrack

under cyclic torsion is different from that under cyclic
tension due to the absence of crack opening and further notes
that crack nucleation early in the fatigue life is a feature
of both high and low amplitude fatigue loadingo
In summary it can be said that the bulk of the evidence
points to the formation of persistent slip bands, in which
microcracks form, as being the most likely explanation of the
mechanism of fatigue crack initiationo

It is also evident

that cross slip plays a large part in the formation of
cavities from which the microcracks developo

However, as

yet the picture is far from clear and much more research is
required before the.initiation of a fatigue crack is fully
understood.,
2o3o2 Fatigue Crack Pro~tiono
Possibly because it is easier to study, but more
probably because of its greater practical interest, the
mechanism of fatigue crack propagation has received
considerably more attention over recent years than the
initiation mechanismo

Most workers are in general agreement

on the Stage I and Stage II modes of cracking suggested by
Forsyth(l 9 ) but there are three main schools of thought as
to the actual me.chanism of crack propagation in the two modes 0

Forsyth suggests a shear mode in Stage 1<
cleavage mode in Stage 11<
others(lS, 30

=

25

26

) and a

); while Backofen and

33 ) suggest propagation along sub~grain

boundaries and Laird( 34 ) suggests a plastic blunting
mechanismo

All three suggested mechanisms are open to

question and none of them have been generally acceptedo
Factors which appear to affect crack propagation,
especially the rate of crack propagation, include the
level of applied stress, cycle frequency, microstructure
of the material, the properties of the material such as
stacking fault energy and strain hardening index, and the
presence of any stress concentrator such as a notch or a
defecto
At high strain amplitudes, fatigue fracture is
predominantly by Stage II cracking at propagation rates of
the order of microns per cycleo

At low amplitudes, Stage I

cracking predominates at rates measurable in Angstroms per
cycle and it can occupy up to 90 percent of the specimen
life but only a small fraction of the fracture surfaceo In
reading the literature care must be taken in checking the
use of terminologyo
by Schijve<

29

An example of this occurs in the paper

) where he apparently completely contradicts

the above statement concerning crack propagation in that he
refers to rapid crack propagation in the shear mode (at 45°
to the specimen axis) and slow crack propagation in the
tensile mode (at 90° to the axis)o

However, further study

270
shows that Schijve is referring not to Forsyth 6 s Stage I
and Stage II cracking, but to the overall features of the
fracture surfaces as observed in aluminium alloys in aira
In these alloys the fracture starts at 45° to the specimen
axis (Stage I cracking), changes to

90°

to the specimen axis

(Stage II cracking) and then back to 45° to the specimen
axiso

The latter stage is near the end of the specimen

life and rapid crack propagation does indeed occuro
The work of Forsyth and others has fairly definitely
established the Stage I and Stage II modes of crackinge

The

Stage I cracking occurs along the shear planes and is
n0rmally at 45° to the specimen axiso

This stage follows

after the formation of the intrusi1;ms.,.:described in the
section on initiation and is probably a continuation of the
slip processo

Stubbington and Forsyth

the shear mode cracking occurs on {,

(26)

11}

have shown that

crystal planes in

high strength aluminium alloys and they produce evidence
which suggests that reversed slip is the mechanism for the
formation of the crackso

In the Stage II or ten.sile mode

Forsyth et a1< 25 ) claim that cleavage plays a major part in
the crack propagation and suggest that it is occurring-on

{100)

crysta 1 planes..

This latter suggestion is somewhat

difficult to accept as there is little or no direct evidence
to suggest that cleavage can in fact occur in fee materialso
Schijve suggests that the apparent cleavage observed by
Forsyth is in fact a ductile fracture but with little

plastic deformationo

Most workers appear to disagree with

Forsyth on this concept of cleavage occurring in fee materialse
Backofen and others (18 ' 30

=

33) c laim
. tha t crac k

propagation occurs by cracking along the sub~grain boundaries
which are produced in the material during fatigue loadingo
Miller et al(lS) have shown that stacking fault energy
appears to be a controlling parameter in crack propagation
and from this they deduce that the crack is in fact propagating
along the sub-grain boundaries because an increase in stacking
fault energy (which favours sub=grain formation) leads to an
increase in crack propagation ratese

This work appears to be

supported by that of Wilkov and Shield in that they found
that an increase in stacking fault energy led to increased
fatigue damage but Wilkov and Shield while observing sub=grain
formation did not observe crack propagation along the
sub=grain boundariese
3
McEvily and Boettner(l ) on the other hand, while agreeing
that materials of lower stacking fault energy have an increased
resistance to transgranular crack growth and that this
correlation may be due to the effect of stacking fault energy
on cross slip, point out that the increased resistance to this
growth is somewhat offset by a greater tendency for crack
growth along grain boundaries and twin boundaries as the
stacking fault energy is loweredG

They also agree with

Forsyth that crack propagation is a two stage process with
the first stage being .a continuation of the cyclic shearing

responsible for crack initiationo

The second stage is

distinguished by a different mode of growth which depends
strongly on the normal stresses at the crack tipo

3
Work by Chin and Backofen~ o)
Smith~ 3 z)

Holden~ 3 l)

and Grosskreutz and Waldow(

Williams and

33 ) shows
the formation

of sub=grain structures in the material under test and that
the fatigue crack apparently propagates along the sub-grain
boundarieso

The work of Grosskreutz and Waldow was done on

thin foils and the fatigue damage observed during testing,
using an electron microscopeo

While they observed a sub=grain

structure with associated cracking it is questionable whether
their work can be taken to be representative of the behaviour
of bulk specimenso
The third mechanism proposed for fatigue crack
propagation is that advanced by Laird(
plastic blunting mechanismo

34

) and this

is

the

Laird agrees with the two stage

process of crack propagation with the first stage propagating
at 45° to the stress axis. and the second stage at 90° to the
axiso

From observations of Stage II cracking he postulates

the plastic blunting mechanism and by inference concludes
that a similar mechanism operates in Stage I crackingo

In

the plastic blunting mechanism Laird postulates that during
the tension cycle deformation due to slip occurs at the crack
tip and that this deformation takes place along the shear
planesa

The deformation continues until a rounded or blunt

crack tip is formed and the degree of plastic strain in the

region of the crack tip is such as to prevent further crack
growtho

During the compression cycle, material at the crack

tip folds back into the crack, forming two small notches on
either side of the crack tipo

These notches act as a source

of dislocations during the following tension cyclee

Laird

shows metallographic evidence to illustrate how his proposed
mechanism leads to the observed striationso

A basic

criticism of his work is that he worked with high strain
amplitudes and very short specimen lives (of the order of
2000 cycles)o

At such high strain amplitudes the type of

fatigue damage is not necessarily the type of damage that
occurs under low strain amplitudes with long specimen Livese
A further criticism is that some of his evidence comes from
tests on plastic materials and it is very doubtful if such
evidence can be used to support a theory of crack propagation

1,n a crystalline material such as a metalo
In summary it can be said that while a great deal of
research has been and is being carried out in the field of
fatigue crack propagation, we are as yet far from understanding
the mechanism by which such cracks propagateo

Three mechanisms

have been suggested and all leave questions unanswered, but it
is possible that the crack propagation is in fact a
combination of several different mechanisms, different aspects
of which have been observed by the various workerso

Many of

the theories have been advanced in an effort to explain the
appearance of striations on the fracture surfaces and their

apparent relationship to the load history of the specimeno
The environment has been found to have a major effect
on the formation of fatigue cracks and their rates of
propagation and this factor is covered in Chapter Threeo
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CHAPTER

3.

TH RE l;_o

THE EFFECT. OF ENVIRONMENT ON MET_AL FAT IG!JE.

3. 1 Introductiona
The first published paper to describe the effects of
environment on metal fatigue was written by Haigh in 1917.( 35 )
Haigh observed the effect of sea water on the fatigue strengths
of wire towing ropes and noted how the fatigue life was
considerably reducedo

His paper resulted in a number of

other researchers,both in America and England, studying this
new phenomenon of corrosion fatigue, that is the conjoint
action of corrosion and fatigue.
corrosive media and a
used corrodentG

3%

Most researchers used wet

NaCl solution was the most commonly

The reason for using this corrodent was

probably due to the interest in naval problems and also to the
interest in seaplanes during the 1920°s and 1930°so

A great

deal of the research was directed at examining the corrosion
fatigue properties of the then aircraft alloys and there was
considerable interest in the properties of thin steel wires
such as were used for wing rigging 0
The most important contribution to the understanding of
corrosion fatigue was due to McAdam in Americao

His work is

still the most comprehensive and is the only work which covers
a wide range of materials, corrodents, stress conditions and
test frequencyo

Other notable contributions in the early

investigations were due to Gough and Sopwith in England.

Interest in corrosion fatigue lapsed somewhat in the
late 1930°s and 1940°s, except for the work of Evans and
others at Cambridge Universityo

Evans investigated the

mechanism of corrosion fatigue and his electro=chemical theory
is still the most generally accepted theory of corrosion
fatigueo
The last 20 years has seen renewed interest in the
effects of environment on metal fatigue, but research has
moved away from wet corrosive media to investigating the
effects of gaseous environments, a number of researchers
having shown that such environments also markedly affect the
fatigue properties of metals and alloyso

The present interest

in space exploration has focused attention on the fatigue
behaviour of metals and alloys, especially the light alloys,
under conditions of near vacuume

Most of the recent literature

therefore is concerned with the effects of gaseous environments
and cover mostly the light alloyse

There is a tendency to

treat wet corrosive media and gaseous environments as
representing two entirely different phenomenao
A number of review articles have been published covering
corrosion fatigue and the subject matter covered reflects the
change in emphasiso

The earliest review is written by Gough( 36 )

in 1932 and he covers the work of McAdam very well indeedo

The

next major review is by Gilbert( 37 ) in 1956, and he covers all
the work up to that date including that reviewed by Gougho
3
less comprehensive review was published by Gould,( S) also

A

in 19560

All these reviews concentrate mainly on wet corrosive

media as this was the main field of study up to that timeo
Evans discusses corrosion fatigue in his book on corrosion( 39 )
and gives details of the various techniques used to apply the
corrodent to the specimeno

The effect of gaseous environments

is reviewed by Wadsworth( 4 o) in 1958, Hudson( 4 l) in 1965, and
Achter( 4 z) in 1967

These last three review articles indicate

0

the renewed interest in the effects of environment on metal
fatigue in the last 20 years and indicate the increased volume
of literature in this fieldo
3o2 Wet Corrosive Mediaa
The most .outstanding contributor in the field of wet
corrosive media and their effect on metal fatigue was the
American, McAdam~ 43

=

47 ) who over a period of some 15 years

carried out research covering a wide variety of materials and
used a number of different corrodentso

His work is still the

only really comprehensive study of the problem of corrosive
fatigueo

McAdam 0 s work is very well reviewed by both Gough

and Gilbert(
tested the

37 )

S

=

0

(36)

McAdam found that for all the materials

N curve in the corrodent was lower than the

corresponding curve in airo

He also noted the rapid onset of

corrosion fatigue in aluminium and its alloys and that the
effect of pre=corroding in these alloys was almost as serious
as the actual corrosion fatigue tests, in producing a reduced
fatigue lifeo

From his work McAdam postulated the concept of

a corrosion fatigue limit to explain the typical shape of the

S = N curves which resembled those obtained for steel in air,
but this concept did not receive general assents

From studies

using different frequencies of stress cycle he showed that time
of test and the number of cycles of test must be treated as
independent variables and suggested that a given number of
cycles will produce greater damage at a low frequency than at
a higher frequency due to corrosive effects, while a given
time will produce greater damage when the frequency is high
than when it is low because of the greater extent of fatigue
damageo

The mechanism of corrosion fatigue suggested by

McAdam was a two sta~ process, the first stage being the
formation of pits and crevices by corrosion attack and the
second stage a purely fatigue stage initiated by the corrosion
pitso

Thus the corrodent was considered to play no part in

the crack propagation stageo

To test the validity of this

theory McAdam carried out two stage tests, in which specimens
were subjected to a period of corrosion fatigue followed by a
fatigue test to destruction in airo

McAdam claimed that his

results proved the validity of his theoryo
It is interesting to note that McAdam 0 s work showed less
scatter in the corrosion fatigue results than for results of
tests in air and this feature has been observed by most
researcherse

Another feature is that the reduction in fatigue

life for an aluminium= 4% copper alloy, was apparently due
solely to corrosive attack alone in that pre=corrosion gave
the same reduction in fatigue lifeo

In general McAdam found

36.,

that the method of stressing did not appear to have a large
effect on corrosion fatigue results and that variation in mean
stress produced similar changes to those observed in air
fatigue tests, that is increased mean stress reduced the
fatigue lifeo

In all his test work McAdam used a drip feed

of the corrodent on to the specimen surface.,

Some

experimental work on the effects of protective coatings was
also carried out by McAdam and he found that by shielding with
red lead or cotton strips the fatigue life of the specimen
could be improved both in corrosion fatigue and in airo
McAdam 0 s work covered the corrosion fatigue of nickel, monel
metal, other nickel=copper alloys, aluminium, aluminiummanganese alloys, an aluminium=4% copper alloy (duralumin),
copper alloys and various steelso

As corrodents he used 3%

NcCl solution, distilled water, and various river waterso
During the same period that McAdam was active in America,
.
E ng 1 an d &
Goug h an d S opw1 th were ac t '1.ve 1.n
0

The1.·r work( 4 s

=

53 )

was almost as comprehensive as that of McAdam 0 s, but they
concentrated mainly on steels, copper alloys and aluminium=4%
copper alloy, but investigated the effects of protective
coatings more thoroughly and finally moved into the field of
gaseous environmentso

In the wet corrosive media experiments

Gough and Sopwith used a spray of 3% NaCl solution as the
corrodento

Some of their research was on bicrystal and single

crystals of aluminium and in the bicrystalline specimens they
observed cracking at slip bands where preferential corrosion

37.
( 50)
occurred. ·

They also noted the occurrence of pitting and

that although these pits joined up to form large cavities
these apparently had nothing to do with the fatigue failureo
From results of their later work

(5]))

Gough and Sopwith

rejected McAdanits idea of a corrosion, fatigue limit.
study of the effects of protective coatings

(52)

In a

they covered

a wide range of coatings on a 0.5% carbon steel in a 3% NaCl
solution.

They found that zinc, cadmium and aluminium

coatings gave very good protection and that an enamel coating
gave longer life than the bare material, but it was not as
good as the metallic coatings in protecting from corrosion
fatigue.

As with McAdam they found that the application of

a mean stress considerably reduced the corrosion fatigue life
of the materiala

In their later work Gough and Sopwith turned

to a study of the effects of gaseous environments on metal
fatigue.
Following on from Gough and Sopwith, Evans and co-workers
at Cambridge University carried out a series of experiments
aimed at establishing the mechanism of corrosion
fatigue. (

54

=

57

)

For their work they used a Haigh-Robertson

wire fatigue machine and tested steel wires
diameter at 6000 r.pemo

o. 1

inch in

One and two stage tests were used and

3% NaCl .solution was used as the corrodent.

They developed a

method for continuously measuring the electrical potential
between the oxide film on the wire and the corrosive solution
and found that a drop in potential during the test indicated

that the oxide film had been rupturedo

Once the film was -

broken rapid failure of the specimen followedo

The wire was

totally immersed during the corrosion fatigue test, rotating
in a bath of the corrodento

Like Gough and Sopwith, Evans

found that zinc coatings could improve the corrosion fatigue
life of steel..
The mechanism of corrosion fatigue put forward by Evans
and Simnad(S 6 ) was an electro=chemical oneo

They postulated

that during stressing certain regions of the metal surface
became anodic to other regions thus setting up electro-chemical
cells on the metal surfaceo

Once the oxide film on the metal

surface is ruptured, electro=chemical attack is possible where
the metal is exposed and thus rounded cavities similar to those
of normal corrosive attack form on the metal surfaceo

Due to

the action of the applied stress assisting the corrosive
attack, these cavities develop into narrow pits or crevices
extending down into the metalo

The rate of propagation of

these pits tend to decrease as they grow, thus allowing time
for the growth of further pits before fracture occurs as a
result of a normal fatigue crack initiating at the bottom of
one crevice and propagating to give final failureo

Thus Evans

and Simnad agree with McAdam 6 $ concept of corrosion fatigue
being a two stage process with the first stage being purely a
corrosive attack on the metal surface which produces deep pitso
In the second stage which is purely a fatigue stage, a fatigue
crack develops from one of these pits thus causing final

failureo

Evidence supporting the electro=chemical mechanism

is that cathodic protection either by protective coatings or
by application of a cathodic eomofo, can inhibit or prevent
the onset of corrosion fatigueo
With the development of the dislocation theory and the
demonstration that metals deform by slip due to dislocation
movement, some doubts were raised as to the validity of Evans'
electro=chemical mechanism for corrosion fatigueo

Accordingly,

Whitwham and Evans(S?) investigated the effects of dry fatigue
followed by corrosion fatigueo

They used similar wires to the

previous investigations and found that dry fatigue followed by
c·orrosion fatigue had no 'effect on the corro'sion: fat.igue 11.f eo•
From this work they claimed that the electro=chemical concept
of corrosion fatigue was in fact the valid one.
Some later workers appear to still doubt the validity of
the electro=chemical mechanism, notably the Russians Vedenkin
and Sinyavskiy~SS)

In the Russian work they used the

technique of measuring electrical potentials developed by
Evans but showed that the potential drop in fact coincided
with the formation of a crack, showing the deterioration of
the metal potential with cyclic loading to be the result
rather than the cause of crack formationo

They also showed

that the cathodic protection mechanism was not so much the
suppression of local currents between stressed and unstressed
portions of the metal, but more the formation of an alkaline
environment around the cathode with a concentration sufficient

to promote passivation of the cathode surfaceo
Two recent studies of corrosion fatigue in wet corrosive
media cast further doubts as to the validity of the
electro=chemical mechanismo

Kitagawa(S 9 ) using two stage

wet~dry tests showed that the corrodent has a significant
effect on the crack propagation rate and that after a certain
stage the total life remained constant whether the test was
continued in corrodent or airo

Until this stage was reached

however, -remova 1 of the specimen from the corrodent caused a
slowing down of crack propagatio~o

In his paper there is no

mention a·s to whether he dried the s·pecimens after removing
them from the 3% NaCl spray and it is possible that some
corrodent remained trapped in existing cracks.

However, his

work would suggest that Evans and McAdam were wrong in
suggesting that the corrodent was involved only in the
initiation of corrosion fatigue cracks.

Cornet and Behrsing( 6 0)

in a study using high purity aluminium single crystals
produced evidence of the presence of persistent slip bands in
both air and corrosion fatigueo

These workers claim that their

investigation has demonstrated that the processes of fatigue
and corrosion fatigue are quite similaro

However, in view of

the somewhat contradictory findings in the fatigue properties
of single as compared with poly~crystalline specimens in studies
of air fatigue,especially in regard to crack propagation rates,
it is felt that their claim must be treated with some cautiono

41o
Other notable workers in the field of wet corrosion
fatigue include Stubbington and Forsyth( 61

~

62 ) who would

appear also to disagree with the electro-~hemical mechanism
of corrosion fatigueo

These workers report the presence of

river pattern striations on corrosion fatigue fracture
surfaces and this would support the idea that slip is playing
some part in the process.

Forsyth draws some of his evidence

for the cleavage mechanism of Stage II cracking in air
fatigue tests from his work on corrosion fatigue.
Recent studies by Lorkovic~ 63

=

64 ) Panseri~ 6 S) and

Endo and Miyao( 66 ) add some information to the field of
corrosion fatiguee

Panseri et al studied the effects of

varying frequency and obtained results similar to those
reported by McAdam some 30 years earliero

They also studied

the effect of composition in aluminium-magnesium alloys and
found that variation in composition had no apparent effect
on the corrosion fatigue life.

Endo and Miyao studied the

effects of combined torsion and bend~ng at various cycle
frequencies and found similar effects to those reported by
McAdam.
There have been very few investigations on the effect of
temperature on corrosion fatigue and those reported give
completely contradictory resultse
increasing the temperature from

Gould( 6 l) showed that by

15°c. to 45°c. the endurance

of steel wires was halved while Cornet and Golan( 6 S) showed

that higher test temperatures gave improved corrosion fatigue
life

0

Cornet and Behrsing( 69 ) found no temperature effects on

single aluminium crystals in distilled water or
solutiono

4%

NaCl

It would appear that the results reported earlier

are due to experimental features rather than an effect on the
actual mechanism of corrosion fatigueo
A large group of researchers have studied the effects of

.

.

protective coatings on corrosion fatigueo

( 70

83)

=

Th

e

coatings studied include plated, sprayed and clad metallic
coatings, enamels, paints, anodizing, rubbers, oils and other
organic ch~~icalsa

In all cases an improvement in corrosion

fatigue life was noted especially where water vapour and
oxygen were excluded from the specimen surfaceo

There is some

evidence to suggest that cathodic currents can also prevent

r5c..
•
\ v , JC::Q
u,
corrosion fat igueo
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Radd et al\o~,

oc:-\

0 ~

1 have

shown that the pH value of a 3% NaCl solution saturated with
NaOH affects the corrosion fatigue of steel and that below a
pH value of llo 1 corrosion fatigue is apparently stifled ..

It

has been suggested by various authors( 86 , 8 7) that the effect
of electro=deposited coatings on corrosion fatigue is a
complex combination of mechanical and chemical effectso
From a study of the published literature dealing with the
effects of wet corrosive media on metal fatigue it can be said
that certain features are clearly established, but that there
is still some doubt as to the actual mechanism by which

corrosion fatigue occurso

The generally accepted theory is

that of an electro-chemical mechanism put forward by Evans and
Simnad, but more recent authors tend to suggest that the
mechanism of corrosion fatigue and air fatigue are in fact
the samee
are

The factors involved in corrosion fatigue testing

the type of stress applied;

the frequency of stress cycle;

the time of the test;

the nature of the corrodent;

the surface condition of the specimen including the nature of
the protective coating if any; and the method of applying the
corrodento

The methods of applying the corrodent can

apparently markedly affect the test results as contradictory
results have been reported for totally immersed specimens
compared to specimens tested in a spray of corrodento

Most

workers use either a drip or flow feed or corrodent on to the
specimen surface, or spray the corrodent into a suitable
chamber con~aining the specimeno
A notable characteristic of corrosion fatigue failures
is the multiplicity of cracks as distinct from ordinary
fatigueo

As a conseqoence the fracture frequently shows a

characteristic serrated appearance, and many subsidiary cracks
can usually be found near the main oneo

Corrosion fatigue

cracks are usually transcrystalline although some cases of
intercrystalline cracking have been reportedo

Several workers have reported the presence of striations
on corrosion fatigue fractures, notably Stubbington and Forsytho
Work by Thompson and Mulhearn(SS) in Australia, however, showed
that striations on fatigue fracture surfaces were progressively
removed by corrosion even with such mild corrosive conditions
as a warm and humid atmosphereo

In the light of this work it

is felt that there must be caution in interpreting any surface
features on corrosion fatigue fractureso

3.3

Gaseous Environmentso
It is now generally recognised that gaseous environments

can also affect the fatigue properties of metals and alloyso
The researches in this field come into two categories;

those

dealing with fatigue under conditions of vacuum or partial
vacuum, and those dealing with dry and damp gases including
air~

The problem of gaseous environments has received more

attention than wet corrosive media over the last 20 years and
various theories have been put forward to explain their
effectso
The first to show the influence of gaseous environments
on metal fatigue were Gough and Sopwith(s 9

=

9 o) who tested

copper, brass, lead and armco iron in laboratory air, partial
vacuum, dry purified air, damp purified air, dry and wet
nitrogen, using reversed direct stresses.,

They noted a

decrease in fatigue life in damp gases but an improvement in
fatigue life in both dry gases and partial vacuumo

From

their observations they concluded that oxygen in the presence

of water vapour is responsible for the loss in fatigue
properties in the damp gaseso

Their work led to the rather

surprising observation that fatigue tests in damp air are in
fact a type of corrosion fatigue testo
Wadswort h and co-workers

( 40 ' 91

=

9 3) continue
.
·d t h e study

of the effects of vacuum and gases on the fatigue ·lives of
copper, aluminium, gold and a

Oo5% carbon steelo

They found

that for both annealed pure metals and alloys, cracks formed
very early in the test (usually after about 2% of the expected
life) and that the fatigue life was effectively determined by
the rate of crack propagationo

This infers that the main

effect of gaseous environments was on crack propagation rather
than on crack initiationo

For all metals other than gold, the

presence of air increased the rate of crack propagation and
hence reduced the fatigue lifeo

A greater effect was noticed

at lower strains where the specimens had longer liveso

In

cases where other gases were used, only those gases which
combined easily with the metal had any effecto

Thus water

vapour was as effective as air on aluminium but was without
effect on coppero

Where oxygen affected a metal it was

necessary for the oxygen to be present as a gas during the
fatigue testo

From the results of their work and other

researchers, Wadsworth and his co~workers suggested that the
effect on fatigue life is due to chemical attack" at the
of the crack.

tip

The change in fatigue life produced by the gas

depends on the gas~metal combination and is also sensitive

to the presence of impurities in the metale
In their experimental work, Wadsworth et al observed the
presence of persistent slip bands both in gas and vacuum and
noted that the fatigue cracks formed in the slip bandso
Snowden< 94

=

96 ) in a series of researches on lead showed

that surface deformation is greater in vacuum than in air
although vacuum gave the longer fatigue lifeo

He also found

that the fatigue life was sensitive to the gas pressure and
that three distinct ranges were observede

In the high pressure

range the fatigue life remained constant and cracking was
intercrystalline, in the intermediate range the fatigue life
increased rapidly with decreasing pressure and in the low
pressure range the life remained unaffected by further
reductions in pressureG

In all three ranges failure occurred

by extensive slip deformationo

Snowden suggested that

aluminium should behave in a similar manner at high
temperaturese

As

with Wadsworth 0 s research, Snowden°s

results showed a greater effect on fatigue life at lower strain
amplitudeso
Several other workers have noted the dependence of fatigue
life on gas pressure recorded by Snowden ..

Achter et a1< 97 )

and Hordon ( 9 B' 99 ) in studies involving nickel, stainless steel,
copper and aluminium in air, vacuum and inert gases, noted
that these metals also showed the three pressure ranges
reported by Snowden for leado

They also reported that the

critical gas pressure required for fatigue life improvement was
temperature dependent, a higher temperature requiring a higher
critical gas pressure.

Hordon attributed the effect of gas

pressure to the related kinetics of residual oxygen and water
vapour absorption at crack surfaces and fatigue crack ~rowth.
Both workers noted the major effect of the gases was on crack
propagation rateso
Broom and Nicholson(lOO) from studies on age-hardened
aluminium alloys showed that by drying the air and also by
coating the -specimen surface with butyl rubber which has a low
permeability to water vapour-,• the fatigue life could be
improvedo

These workers also noticed that failure ·occurred

by slip and suggested that the diffusion of hydrogen ions into
the metal was the cause of the reduction in fatigue life.

The

idea that the presence ·of hydrogen ions had some influence on
the process of fatigue in aluminium alloys and steel gaine_d
.
(101)
some support from the ·work of Holshouser and Bennet
who
· showed the evolution of hydrogen from metal surfaces during
fatigueo

However, no hydrogen gas evolution was observed

during fatigue tests on copper, brass, cadmium, nickel,
stainless steel, tin, titanium ·or zinco

This would indicate

that the presence of hydrogen ions affecting metal fatigue is
not a universal phenomenono

A combination test to determine the effects of atmospheric
corrosion on the fatigue life of aluminium alloys was devised
by Leybold et al~ 102 )

Fatigue tests were conducted outdoors by

applying 4,000 cycles of load in a ten minute period each
working day, while the specimens were subjected to atmospheric
conditions over a perioa of several monthse

For comparative

purposes similar specimens were tested indoorso

Atmospheric

corrosion was found to shorten the average lives of the
specimens by a factor of about 3 for 7075

=

T6 and 2024 - T3

in the bare condition,and by a factor of about lo5 for clad
7075

=

T6 and had no significant effect on the average life of

2024

=

T3 clad specimenso

Specimens of 7075

T6 alloy

=

exposed for six weeks at zero stress showed a greater loss in
fatigue life than did similar specimens in the atmospheric
fatigue testo

This result is similar to that of McAdam who

also found that for aluminium alloys, pre=corrosion shortened
the fatigue life almost as much as did corrosion fatigueo
Several researchers have recently investigated the effects
of relative humidity and water vapour on the fatigue crack
growth in aluminium alloys including the 2024

~

T3 alloye

Dunsby and Wiebe(lo 3 ) showed that low relative humidity gave
the best fatigue life and high humidity the pooresto

This

result possibly explains some of the scatter found in air
fatigue tests and the difference between various reported
fatigue properties for aluminium alloys especiallyo

Other

workers (lo 4

= · 106 )

have shovm that the main effect of water

vapour is to increase the crack propagation rates and thus
cause reduction in fatigueo

Bradshaw and Wheeler(lo 4 ) and

Hartman(lOS) reported that the crack shows a change in
direction during tests in the presence of water vapour,
changing from 90° to the tensile stress to 45° to the tensile
stressG

As a similar change has been reported by other

workers for fatigue tests in laboratory air, it is not certain
just what the significance of this change iso
In summary it can be said that the major effect of
gaseous environments is on crack propagation rates rather than
on crack initiation

0

The crack growth rates of some metals

are accelerated more by the presence of oxygen than by water
vapour, while for others the reverse is trueo

Increases of

cyclic frequency and of stress decreases the magnitude of the
effect of the environmente

Temperature and gas pressure both

appear to play some part in the mechanismo

There have been

two explanations proposed to explain the effects of gaseous
environments;

one is that a process of corrosive attack at

the crack tip accelerates the crack propagation rate and the
other suggests that oxide layers formed on the crack surfaces
in the presence of oxygen gas prevents the rewelding of crack
surfaceso

The experimental evidence confirms that in gaseous

and vacuum environments the normal fatigue mechanisms of
cyclic slip, microcrack formation and macrocrack formation occuro

Thus there is no distinction between vacuum tests and air tests
as far as the mechanism of fatigue is concerned and the only
problem to be explained is why the air crack propagates fiaster
than the vacuum cracko

The theory of corrosive attack at the

crack tip is the most likely explanation.

If air fatigue can

be thought of as a mild corrosion fatigue test then this
·raises some question as to the validity of the electro-chemical
mechanism of wet corrosion fatigue crack formation.

It seems

likely that corrosion fatigue occurs by slip and that the main
effect of the corrodent is to assist crack propagation rates 0
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ROTATING BEAM FATIGUE TESTSo.

4 .. 1

T~s,t; Materials and Equiement o
The material used for all the fatigue test programmes

was 2024 -- T4 aluminium ·alloy, -supplied in -the ,form of \ in.
diameter extruded rodo

All the ·rod, which had been ·specially

supplied by the manufacturers, was from the same heat.and had
been extruded and heat treated togethero

The -alloy-was tested

in the "as ·received" condition, that is, solution ·treated and
naturally agedo

No attempt -was ,made ·to -re-heat :treat the

alloy because
a) it was felt that the ·material as ·supplied would
be very similar to that used in the aviation
.industry, and
b) of the difficulty in controlling the heat treatment
conditions and achieving uniformity of treatment
when using a small laboratory furnace for batch
treatmento
The chemical composition, mechanical properties and heat
treatment of the alloy are given in Table

4/Io

TABLE_j,L1
Elemento
Iron
Copper
Silicon
Manganese
Magnesium
Titanium
Aluminium

=

Com12osition and Properties of 2024 - T4 Alloyo

Manufacturer's
Data %
Oo26
4o45
Oo09
Oo74
1.46
0.,02
Rem

Actual
Analysis %
Oo25
4o35
Oo09
Oo85
le70

Mechanical
Pro12ertieso
U.T.S. 33~5 Tons/
sqoino

Oo 1% P.S. . 25o2 Tons/
sqoino
% Elongo

Rem

E

408

20%
X

103 Tons/
sqoino

Heat Treatment:

65 minutes at 495°c .. + 3°Co and naturally aged.,

The test specimen used for the rotating beam tests is
shown in Figure 4/l but the following description of specimen
preparation applies to all the fatigue test specimens used in
this researcho

All test specimens were machined from the

extruded rod and were left approximately Oe015 ino overs,izeo
The machined specimens were then hand polished to the final
diameter using a lathe to rotate the specimen and a rotating
brass drum to hold the polishing paper in contact with the
specimeno
Figure 4/20

A pl;lotograph of the polishing rig is shown in
The speeds of lathe and drum were so arranged

that the peripheral speeds of specimen and drum over the arc
of contact were equalo

This arrangement resulted in the

final polishing scratches being p~rallel to the specimen axis.,
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Rotating beam fatigue test specimen.
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Figure 4/2 :

Polishing machine used for final
polishing of fatigue test specimens
after machiningo

Two stages of polishing were employed;

120 grade paper being

used for the initial rough polish which brought the diameter
down to within 00002 ino of the finished diameter, and 600
grade paper for the final polisho
lubricated with kerosene.,

Both grades of paper were

After polishing, the specimens

were washed in acetone and the actual finished diameter measured,
using a Leitz tool=maker 6 s microscopeo

A check for eccentricity

was made while measuring the finished diameter and any specimen
found to be eccentric was discarded, normally however,
eccentricity was negligible~
When measuring the diameters of the ~pecimens, each
specimen was held between centres and the diameter measurement
obtained using the micrometer on the microscope tableo
magnification of 9e5 was used for all measurementso

A

By holding

the specimens between centres a simple check for eccentricity
was to slowly rotate the specimen and check the line up of the
edge of the specimen surface with the cross wires of the
microscopeo

Where eccentricity was detected several

measurements of the specimen diameter were taken at points
around the circumferenceo

As a standard procedure the specimen

diameter was measured at two diametrically opposite pointse
Specimens were rejected if the eccentricity exceeded 0o00l ino
The accuracy claimed for the instrument is 0o000l ine and it
was found that this accuracy could be consistently obtained
provided the same procedure was followed for each measuremento

However, when the known scatter of fatigue test results was
considered it was felt that the measurement of the specimen
diameters to three significant decimal places was sufficiently
accurateo
Two or three specimens out of each batch prepared were
examined under a metallurgical microscope to check on surface
finish which was found to be quite consistent over all
specimens examined.

The standard surface finish consisted of

600 grade polishing scratches parallel to the specimen axis
over the centre portion of the specimeno

The groove depth

from 600 grade paper polishing is of the order of 15 microns,

ioe., 0e0006 ino
The test specimens were polished in batches of sufficient
number to complete the immediate test programmeo

An effort

was made to leave the specimens for a week after polishing
and to start the fatigue test within two weeks of finishing
polishingo

This was however not always found to be practicable

especially when some tests occupied a longer time than
estimatedo

No effort was made to protect the specimens from

oxidation after polishingo
The superphosphate used as the corrodent in the test
programme was standard aerial superphosphate as used in aerial
top dressingo

This type of superphosphate is basically a

diluted superphosphate containing 10% ground serpentine rock
The components are the same as for normal superphosphate

0

57'&
except that the free -H 3 Po 4 acid is reduced and some of the
Ca (H 2 Po 4 ) 2 is possibly converted to (Ca,Mg)(H 2 Po 4 ) 2 and
(Ca,Mg)HPo4 •

The physical condition ·under high humidity·

conditions ·is superior to superphosphate and it is thus
preferred for aerial topdressingo

A 121bo sample of the

superphosphate was obtained from the manufacturers and the
whole batch ground so as to pass through a size 72 British
Standard Screeno

The ground superphosphate was then

thoroughly mixed and stored under constant atmospheric
.conc;l it ions in the temperature ,.controlled fatigue: laboratory.
Some concern was felt that tlle· superphosphate might age on
standing and thus vary in chemical composition, however, when
this point was discussed with the Chief Chemist (Mr.Gallaher)
of the New Zealand Fertiliser Manufacturers

0

Research

Association it was confirmed that relatively little change
could be expected.

D~ring extended storage chemical reactions

continued at a slow rate and would probably result in a
reduction in the free acid content (if any), a reduction in
unreacted phosphate rock, an increase· in the proportion .of
soluble phosphate s~lts and an increase in hydration levels of
component salts with reduction in free moisture levelo

In the

light of this information it is felt that as far as possible
the superphosphate used for the test programme was of similar
chemical composition and propertieso

580
Three duplex Avery cantilever rotating beam fatigue machines
were used for the main testing programme.

Each machine was

powered by a \ hopo aoc• synchronous motor running at a nominal
speed of 3000 r.p.m.

For each specimen a clock counter is

provided to record the number of stress reversalso

One

revolution of the pointer of each clock indicates 10 million
reversals, one small division equalling 100,000 reversals.

Two

cut=out contacts are provided, one under the centre of each load
pan.

Upon fracture of one specimen, the load pan suspended from

it drops on to the cut=out contact breaking the circuit of its
stress cycle counter.

The second contact is operated by the

fracture of the other specimen and stops the second counter and
the motor simultaneously.
Each rotating beam (R.B.) machine held two specimens loaded
as simple cantilever beams (wholer system).

This system of

loading gives a varying bending moment over the specimen and
the actual stress at the centre of the specimen depends very
much on the accuracy with which the specimen is machined.

A

modified loading system, based on the design of the N.P.L.
rotating beam fatigue machine, was designed and this system
produced a constant bending moment along the gauge length of
the specimen.

By using a waisted specimen, the maximum stress

level was thus located at the smallest cross section regardless
of the length of the specimen held in the machine chuck.
design of the modified system is shown in Figure 4/30

The

Figure 4/3~

Ro t a ting beam fatigue machine
showing modified loading systemo

In order to keep the corrodent from being splashed on to
the actual machines and in later tests to keep the corrodent in
contact with the specimen, a chamber was de.signed which fitted
round the specimeno

Several designs of chamber were tried and

the final design was a chamber with hardboard ends and perspex
sides.

The perspex sides were removable but for normal testing

they were sealed into the hardboardo

The corrodent entered the

chamber from the top and was lead to waste through a bottom
tubeo

The en.amber had to fulfil two purposes, namely, to

contain the corrodent and to support the broken specimen
without spillage of the corrodento

The broken specimen had to

be supported so that it was clear of the specimen end remaining
in the chuck of the machine as this end continued to rotate
until failure of both specimens occurredo

It was found

necessary to place plastic splash guards on the specimen to
prevent the corrodent entering the bearings of the loading rig,
several bearing failure having occurred before the guards were
fittedo

The guards were initially fitted inside the chamber

but in the final design they were placed outside the chamber,
however, the presence of the guards in either position had no
apparent effect on the results of the testse
4o2

Fatigue Tests in Airo
In order to establish the fatigue curve in air for the

2024

=

level.so

T4 alloy tests were made at a number of different stress
All three R.B. machines were used for this programme

and specimens were tested in pairs, each pair on a machine

61..
being tested at the same stress level.

At least four specimens

were -tested at each stress level and where scatter occurred more
specimens were tested.

Considerable scatter did occur in some

cases but from the literature it appears that this is a feature
of this particular alloye

The resulting fatigue curve is shown

in Figure 4/4 and actual test '.results tabulated in Appendix Ao
A feature observed was the appearance of a black depos·it on the
actual fatigue fracture surface but similar deposits have been
reported by other workers and it appears that it is fretting
debris possibly from the CuA1 2 particles present in the
micro=structure of the alloye
4o3

Fatigue Tests in Superphosphateo
In fatigue tests using a superph.osphate environment, the

original aim was to test the specimen in an atmosphere of damp
superphosphate dust such as would be encountered in an actual

aircraft0

However, considerable experimental difficulties

were encountered and three techniques were evolved to keep the
corrodent in contact with the specimeno

The experimental

problems encountered were due in part to the nature of the R.B.
fatigue test and in part to the nature of the corrodent being
usedo

With the rotating specimen, any corrodent tended to be

flung off and there was also the difficulty of sealing the
chamber around the specimeno

The superphosphate also, once it

became damp, could not be made to flow into the chambero

All

the work reported in the literature involving wet corrosive
media in fatigue testing has been carried out using solutions,
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no previous work has involved solid particles of corrodente
The initial test programme used a solution of 25 grammes
per litre of finely ground superphosphate in tap water, which
was allowed to drip on to the centre of the specimen and was
led to waste through the bottom of the chambero

The suspension

of powder was kept agitated by a mechanical stirrer and the drip
rate adjusted to give approximately 2 drops per secondo

It was

found necessary to maintain this rat~ to prevent clogging of the
feed tubeso

A similar experimental set=up was used for tests

involving tap water alone and a 3"/,, NaCl solution.

The tap water

used was drawn from the Waimairi County supply and a typical
analysis of the water is given in Table 4/II, together with an
analysis of the actual superphosphate solutiono

The

experimental conditions gave a partially immersed condition in
that only the centre of the specimen received the drop of
corrodent and the excess tended to be flung off as the specimen
rotatedo

With the superphosphate solution the undissolved

material was carried over with the liquor and in the long term
tests a noticeable deposit built up on the actual specimeno
The results of the fatigue tests in the superphosphate/water
solution are shown in Figure 4/4 together with the air curve for
comparison, while actual test results are tabulated in
Appendix Ae

The most noticeable differences between these

corrosion fatigue tests and the air tests were firstly, the
marked reduction in fatigue life and secondly, the markedly

different type of fracture producede

However, the black deposit

on the fracture surfaces was again observedo

The fractures will

be discussed more fully under Fractography and Metallography in
Chapter Seveno

·

TABLE 4/II - Analyses of Water and Corrodent
Waimairi County Water

.2,!;!perphosphate Solution

Ph

606

Total Solids

75 PoPoffi•

Calcium

34

II

188

II

Magnesium

7

II

38

II

Chloride

5

II

30

II

Silica

1 2,

II

4

II

Alkalinity

35

= 7o0

(107)

4o5

1260 P•Peffio

60

,~

570 Po p.m.

Phosphate

'k

480

II

Fluoride

Trace

13

II

Sulphate (so 4 )

'~

Not analysedo

The second phase of the experimental work involved the use
of solid superphosphate dust in a stream of moist air to
simulate the conditions which would be encountered in an actual
aircrafto

It w?s hoped to supply the powder continuously and

to draw the excess through the chamber by a suitable suction
device, the moist air being drawn in with the powder at the top
of the chamber.

Unfortunately this system worked only so long

as the powder remained dry, because as soon as moisture entered

the chamber the superphosphate powder clogged badly and it
proved impossible to maintain a flqw of powder through the
chamber

0

An attempt ·was made to use the fluidised bed

technique by blowing moist air in at the bottom of the chamber.
This approach failed for two reasons, one being the clogging
mentioned above and the other and more serious reason, was
the contamination of machine bearings by superphosphate powder
escaping from the charribero

It was virtually impossible to seal

the chamber around the specimen and still be able to maintain
this seal when the specimen fractured.
was then adoptedo

The following procedure

The chamber was packed with superphosphate

powder until the .specimen was covered completely.

Air, from a

compressed air cylinder, "was then passed through a simple
humidifier and blown-int:·b the chamber, passing through the
superphosphate powder,.

The powder absorbed the moistu:::-·e and

thus moist superphosphate was maintained in contact with the
specimen as required.

If necessary, extra powder was fed into

the chamber during the tests to ensure that the specimen was
covered with superphosphateo
This technique proved satisfactory .except that the actual
moisture content of the superphosphate could not be controlled·
very easily.

There was a tendency for.:(ree water to collect

on the sides of the chamber and possibly' around the specimen,
although this latter point could not be very easily establishedo
To avoid this, a·n intermittent flow of air was allowed to enter

the chamber although the humidifier was left connected to the
chamber inlete

By these means it was possible to avoid free

water accumulating in the chamber while still maintaining a
moist atmosphereo

It is realised that there are t(wo serious

objections to the above techniqueo

One is the possibility of

free water around the specimen together with variability of
moisture content, especially in long term tests, and the other
is the possible abrasion effects from the powder lying in
contact with the rotating specimeno

However, the test results

obtained from using the above technique showed remarkable
consistency and this ·would seem to indicate that the
variability of moisture content and abrasion effects were not
affecting the actual fatigue process to any marked extent ..
The results of fatigue tests using the chamber techniques are
also shown in Figure 4/4 with the results of the air tests
and the superphosphate/water testso

Actual test results are

tabulated in Appendix A.
In later tests a different technique was used to keep the
superphosphate in contact with the specimeno

.A series of

fatigue tests were conducted with a paste of superphosphate
and water held on to the specimen by aluminium foil and
adhesive tape~

These tests gave similar results to those

obtained using superphosphate/water and the chamber techniqueo
Various water contents of the paste, ranging from\% to 10%
by weight of the paste, were tested and all gave similar

67.
results at the same stress level, thus confirming the suspicion
that the actual moisture content of the superphosphate was not
an important variableo

However, in order to standardise, the

moisture content was held at 5% which gave a paste of a very
similar consistency to that produced by the chamber techniqueo
When the specimen fractured the foil ripped apart allowing the
broken half of the specimen to swing clearo

The foil/paste

technique was used for some later test work, but mainly on
short term tests as the moisture tended to be centrifuged out
of the paste after about 5 x 105 cyclesg

If the test was

obviously going to last longer than this period, then the paste
was renewed at regular intervalse
The fracture produced by the chamber technique and the
foil/paste technique were identical to those from the
superphosphate/water tests and the fatigue lives obtained were
also very similar, as is shown by Figure

4/40

During discussions with the Director and Staff of the New
Zealand Fertilizer Manufacturers

0

Research Association,

Auckland, it became apparent that a large bulk of the
fertilizers being used in the North Island were of the
potassic superphosphate typee

These grades are based ori one

of the standard superphosphate types usually either ordinary
superphosphate or the aerial type and contain either 25% or
33% potassium chlorideo

Fatigue tests were therefore run

using the 33% potassic superphosphate with moist air, as the

corrodente

The results of these tests are shown in Figure 4/5

together with those for the standard aerial superphosphate.
Actual test results are tabulated in Appendix Bo
The results of previous experiments indicated that the
presence of moisture is essential for the superphosphate to
have any effect on the fatigue life of the alloyo

To check

this fact a series of tests were run using superphosphate
which had been oven dried for 24 hours at 105°Co

The dry

powder was packed around the specimen in the test chamber in
the same manner as described previously.

The results of these

tests showed that the dry superphosphate had no effect• on the
fatigue life of the specimens, the fatigue lives being the
same as if the tests had been performed in airo

Tests using

the stock superphosphate powder without oven drying gave
similar results to the oven dried materialo
4o4

Fatigue Tests in Water and 3% NaCl Solutiono
In order to check on the effects of other corrodents and

to check on the effects of the tap water alone, two series of
fatigue tests were run using
a)

Waimairi County tap water, and

b)

a 3% NaCl solution.

The technique for applying the corrodent was the same as
that for the superphosphate/water series, namely, that the
corrodent was allowed to drip on to the centre of the
rotating specimen, the excess being led to waste through the
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bottom of the chambero

The results of the water tests are

shown in Figure 4/6 together with the results of the
superphosphate/water and air tests for comparisono

Figure 4/6

is plotted from data tabulated in Appendix B.
Practically all other workers in the field of corrosion
fatigue have used 3% NaCl solution as the corrodent and in
order to have some degree of comparison between the results
obtained using moist superphosphate as the corrodent and those
obtained using 3% NaCl it was felt necessary to run a similar
series of testso

During these tests it was noted that a

considerable deposit of NaCl built up on the specimen
especially during the longer testse

The results of these

tests are shown in Figure 4/7 together with the superphosphate/
moist air curve for comparison and the results of the 3% NaCl
tests are tabulated in Appendix Be
The tests showed that the water alone gave fatigue Iives
slightly above the superphosphate curve, while the 3% NaCl
curve lies below the superphosphate curveo

Significantly,

there is no difference in fracture mode between the tests
conducted in the different corrodents
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Two Stage Fatigue Testso
a)

~~~==-~~l-!~~~~o

These tests were designed to

discover the influence of the corrodent on crack
propagation rateso

The specimens were allowed to

run for a pre-determined number of cycles in the
superphosphate corrodent (using the foil/paste
technique), and then the residual fatigue life in
air determinede

The specimens were carefully

cleaned of all loose corrodent without damaging
the surface, washed in alcohol, dried, inspected
for cracks and surface corrosion damage and then
placed in a different fatigue machine to determine
the residual fatigue life in airo

The use of a

different machine for the air tests was because
only one RoBo machine was set up for the corrosion
fatigue tests, leaving two machines available for
back=up air testing in order to speed the testing
programmeo

The results of these tests are

tabulated in Table 4/IIIa
b)

Dry~ Wet Testso

~~~~=~~=~~=~~=~~

These tests were designed to

check if the mechanisms of air fatigue and
corrosion fatigue are the sameo

If the mechanism

is the same in both cases, then a period of air
fatigue followed by the corrosion fatigue stage
should result in a reduced corrosion fatigue life

0

74.
According to most workers, fatigue damage occurs
early in the life of a specimen tested in air
and this should provide the initiation stage and
the action of any corrodent should be to
accelerate the crack propagation rates giving a
shortened lifeo

If the initiation of corrosion

fatigue cracks is in fact due to cyclic slip and
not the electro=chemical pitting mechanism
suggested by Evans,then air fatigue followed by
corrosion fatigue should eliminate the
initiation stage and thus give a shortened
corrosion fatigue life as only the crack
propagation stage will be necessaryo

The period

of air fatigue prior to the corrosion fatigue
stage was varied during the tests, but in most
cases it was of the order of 1% of the total
expected life in airo

This figure was chosen

because many workers have reported the presence
of micro=cracks at approximately this stage in
air fatigue testso

In these dry= wet tests the

foil/paste technique was used to apply the
corrodent to the specimeno

The results of these

tests are tabulated in Table 4/IVo

75 ..

TABLE 4/III:
Stress
Level
TonsZsg oin.

Cicles of
Corrosion
Fatigue.

16.25

10.35

7.4

Residual
Life in
Air.,

% of
C .F.

Lifeo

9 X 10 3

9

2o7

X

106

1 7

X

104

17

6

X

105

3

X

1o4

30

608

X

1o5

4o5

X

104

45

2 5
0

X

104

5

X

1o4

50

3o5

X

104

6

X

10 4

60

2o 1

X

10 4

6

X

10 4

30

8 1
0

X

106

l X 105

50

4.5

X

10 5

L5x 105

75

2o5

X

105

18 05

X

10

0

13. 3

Results of Wet= Dry Tests.

6,'(

9

X

10 4

10

2

X

105

22

3

X

1o5

33

5

X

1o5

3o5

X

105

39

5 5

X

1o5

805

X

1o5

37

1 95

X

10 6

~'( Specimen unbrokeno

Normal
Life
in Air.

Normal
Corrosion
Fatigue
Lifeo

5

X

106

1

X

105

87

X

106

2

X

10.J

10 8*

9

X

10 5

10 8''(

2. 3

X

106

r::'.

lo5x 106

0

0

TABLE 4/IV:
Stress
Level
TonsZsg inn
O

Cycles of
Air
Fatigueo

% of

3 X 1o4

0.6

16025

A.F.
Lifeo

Residual
.!'::!Q!ma 1
Corrosion Life
Fatigue
inAiro
Life.
6

X

104

5

X

1o4

3

X

104

Oo04

le8x 1o5

6

X

104

0.08

L6x l o5

1o 5

X

1o5

Oo2

l 5 X 1o5

1e 8

X

106

2

6

X

1o4

2lo5

X

106

24

5

X

1o4

5

X

1o5

Oo5

5o5

6

X

105

006

5

X

105

8

X

10 5

0.8

3

X

1o5

1 8

X

10 6

2

L5x 106

3 3 X 106

3

l 3 X 10 6

106

14

8 X 1o5

1 3o 3

10e35

7o4

Results of Dry - Wet Testso

0

0

140 1

X

,._. Specimen unbrokene

5

X

l 06

87

X

106

Normal
Corrosion
Fatigue
bllio
1 X 1o5

4 X 104

2

X

1o5

10 8' -'

9

X

1o5

10 8*

2 3

X

106

0

X l

o5

O

0

4 6
0

Tests to Determine the Effects of Corrodent
On Crack Initiationo
In experiments to determine the mechanism of corrosion

fatigue, Evans developed a potentiometric method which was
claimed accurately to detect the formation of a crack in
specimens undergoing corrosion fatiguee

This method is based

on the corrodent being an electrolytic solution and thus could
not be successfully utilised under the present experimental
conditions, requiring a different method of detecting crack
initiation to be devisedo

The only method applicable to the

present work was visual examination of the specimen during an
actual testo

In these tests, the specimens were run in the

corrodent for certain pre=determined numbers of cycles, the
number being selected from the corrosion fatigue tests in
superphosphate/moist airo

The specimens were then very

carefully cleaned of all loose corrodent particles, washed in
alcohol, dried, and examined microscopically for surface
damage, and likely areas subjected to metallographic
examinations

Typical results from these tests are tabulated

in Table 4/V, but the main information is discussed in
Chapter Seven under Fractography and Metallographye

A number

of specimens were polished with one micron diamond polishing
paste and tested in air and superphosphate corrodento

These

specimens were also examined for surface damage and crack
/

initiation and the results of these particular tests are
discussed in Chapter Seven alsoo
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TABLE 4/V ~
Stress
Level
TonsZsg.in.

16025

Corrosion
Fatigu~
Cicleso

L7x 1o4

% of Estimated
Fatigue Life.,

Surface damage

17

X

104

Small cracks

30

6

X

10 4

Major cracks

60

1

X

105

Small cracks

50

1115

X

10 5

Major cracks

75

2

X

1o5

Small cracks

22

2o5

X

1 o5

Small cracks

30

3 5
0

X

1o5

Major cracks

39

805

X

1 o5

Major cracks

38

0

10o 35

4o7

Surface
Cracks
Detected

3

13 3

7 .. 4

Results of Crack Initiation Testso

[,atigue Tests Using Notched_Specimenso
From the literature survey, it appears that there has

been no work done on notched specimens of the high strength
aluminium alloys in a highly corrosive environmento

Many

workers have reported the results of fatigue tests on notched
specimens in air but to date few references have been found
covering notched fatigue tests in wet corrosive media and
those reported deal with steelo

In the normal aircraft

structure, there are many built=in notches and it is therefore
of considerable interest to the present investigation to

ascertain the effect of superphosphate corrodent on notched
fatigue specimenso

The specimen used for these tests had a

theoretical stress concentration factor of 3 and the dimensions
of the specimen and notch detail are shown in Figure

4/80

Two series of tests were conducted, one in air and the
other in the superphosphate corrodent, the results of these
tests being plotted in Figure 4/9 and tabulated in Appendix Ca
Considerable difficulty was experienced in conducting the
tests on the notched specimens using superphosphate as the
corrodento

The chamber method was obviously not suitable

because of the difficulty of ensuring that the corrodent
penetrated to the root of the notchQ

An aqueous solution of

superphosphate powder, as used in the original test series,
was tried but this method also failed because the surface
tension of the solution prevented the corrodent penetrating
the notch roots

The most effective method was the foil/paste

technique and this method was therefore adopted for the test
serieso
A feature of the tests with the corrodent was the two
different types of fracture producedo

Some specimens had a

very short life and gave a cup and cone type of fracture, but
others at the same stress level, while having a shorter life
than the air tests, gave a fracture at right angles to the
specimen axise

It is possible that the topography of the

notch was affecting the test results but this feature is
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discussed more fully in the section dealing with fractography.
4.8

The Effect of a Painted Coating on Fatigue Life 2
From a_ practical viewpoint one of the questions to be

answered in the aerial top-dressing industry is the
effectiveness of protective coatings in preventing the corrosion
fatigue of 2024 - T4 aluminium alloy structural members of topdressing aircrafto

A number of standard rotating beam specimens

were polished in the standard manner as outlirted in Section 4.1
and were then treated by the National Airways Corporation
Engineering Workshops, Christchurch Airport, through the
courtesy of Mr. P •. Clayton, Technical Supervisor.

The specimens

were given the standard treatment used by N.A.C., that is,
anodising followed by a chromate etch primer coat, with a final
top coat.

These specimens were then tested in air and under

corrosive conditions, using superphosphate/moist air as the
corrodent.

The results of these tests are given in Ap~endix D

and plotted in Figure 4/10 with the two curves for the
un-treated specimens for comparison •
. The notable features of these tests were the drop in life
_at ~igh stress levels in air compared to the untreated specimens,
and the considerable gain in corrosion fatigue -life at all stress
levelso

The gain in corrosion fatigue life was not quite as

high as had been expected and it ·would appear that the coating
was permeable to the corrodent allowing some corrosion attacj
to occur.

The gain in corrosion fatigue life was only possible
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so long as the painted coating remained intacto Specimens where
the paint and anodised coatings were removed from small areas of
the surface exposing bare metal to the corrodent had corrosion
fatigue lives similar to un-treated specimenso
4e9

The Effect of Pre=Corrosion on Air Fatigue Lifeo
McAdam, and several later workers, had shown that pre=

corrosion of specimens followed by fatigue testing in air gave
lives very similar to those obtained in corrosion fatigueo
This feature appears to be very marked in the case of aluminium
and its alloyse

From a practical viewpoint, it is thus of

value in the present study to determine whether pre=corrosion
by moist superphosphate causes a marked reduction in air fatigue
life for the 2024 = T4 alloyo

Corrosion of aircraft structural

members due to moist superphosphate is a considerable problem
in the aerial top=dressing industry and component inspection
and replacement schedules would possibly have to be revised if
the fatigue lives of components are drastically affected by the
corrosion attack.
Standard specimens were placed in contact with
superphosphate powder containing 5% tap water and left in
contact for 24 hourso

No load was applied to the specimens

while they were in contact with the moist superphosphate

0

After 24 hours, the specimens were carefully cleaned of all
loose corrodent, washed in alcohol, dried, and the fatigue life
in air determined.

The results of these tests are given in

Table 4/V I.
TABLE 4/V I:
Stress
Level in
~igue
Test:
TonsLs 9 " ino
19o2

16e25

1 3. 3

Life in
Air
following
PreCorrosion
5
2 0 X 1o
5
l..4x 10
5
5o0 X 1o
0

2o5 X

10 5
1o5

7,.0

X

1o5

1 3

X

106

4e0

0

1 Oo 35

loo X j 06

1 o3

*

X

X

Results of Pre-Corrosion Till~•
Normal
Life
in Air o

Normal
Corrosion
Fatigue

1m ..

600

X

10 5

4.0

X

10 4

5o0

X

10 6

1 0

X

1o5

87

X

106

2 0 0 X 10

0

5

c::

10 8 ';"'

9 0
0

X

10...,

106

7o4

10 8';"'

10 8 ';"'

2,.2

X

10 6

4 .. 4

10 8';'-'

10 8 ';"'

40 0

X

106

Specimen unbrokeno

0
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4.10 The Effect of Over-Ageing on Corrosion ~ g u e Lifeo
Work by Robertson(lOS) has shown that by over-ageing the
2024 aluminium alloy can be made extremely susceptible to
stressless corrosiono

From his published data it appears that

heat treatment for four hours at 175°Co after natural ageing
left the alloy in the most susceptible condition for corrosion
attacke

If the Evans electro-chemical mechanism for corrosion

fatigue is correct, theri any treatment which increases the
susceptibility of the alloy to pitting corrosion attack should
accelerate the initiation of corrosion fatigue cracks and thus
shorten the corrosion fatigue lifee

Specimens were therefore

heat treated for four hours at 175°Co and fatigue tested using
superphosphate/moist air as the corrodent.

The results of

these tests showed no change in the corrosion fatigue life,
indicating that the over-ageing had had no adverse effecta
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CHAPTER
5.

DIRECT STRESS FATIGUE. TEST PROGRAMME,

5.1

Materials and Egu.il?ment.
The direct stress fatigue specimens were machined from the

same batch of extruded 2024 - T4 alloy rod as that used for the
rotating beam test specimenso

Two types of specimen were chosen,

a waisted specimen and a notched specimen with a theoretical
stress concentration factor,

K,

of 2a9o

The shape and

dimensions of both specimens are shown in Figure 5/.1.Preparation
of the waisted specimen was the same as that outlined for the
rotating beam specimens, namely·, they were machined oversize
and hand polished in two stages to the final diametero

It had

been planned to use the same diameter (0.25 in.) at the centre
of the specimens in all test work but it was found necessary to
reduce the direct stress specimen diameter to 0.20 in. in order
to achieve sufficiently high stresses for failure to occur in a
reasonable timeo

This was due to the limitations imposed by the

fatigue testing machine.

The notched specimens were designed

so as to give a final diameter of 0~20 in. at the smallest
cross section to give uniformity of cross sectional area in all
tests whether with waisted or notched specimens.
The superphosphate used for these tests was that prepared
for the rotating beam test programme and the foil/paste
technique was used to apply the corrodente

Unlike the rotating

beam tests, no problems were encountered in keeping the

0.7 19
1e25 11

0+5"

t

1. 5 11

0.20 11

t

1,5"
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o.,f--1.2
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Root diameter (d) = 0.20 11

Root radius (r)

= 0.01 11

(b)

Figure 5/1:

Direct stress fatigue test specimens, (a) Un-notched
specimenv (b) Notched specimen.
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corrodent in contact with the root of the notcho
The direct stress fatigue machine was based on a "Savage
VlOOOB" moving coil vibrator capable of delivering a peak

thrust of± 750 lbo over a frequency range of zero c/s to 5 Kc/s.
The input current to the vibrator was controlled from a
"Savage KM2Z 11 1 kilowatt amplifier to which was connected the
signal generatoro

The actual peak thrust of the vibrator was

limited to± 500 lb. because of the amplifier characteristics,
and this posed several practical problems in achieving a
sufficiently high stress level in the test specimen.

Sine-wave

loading was used in the fatigue machine to give loading
characteristics similar to those used in the rotating beam
fatigue testso
Figure 5/2 shows the actual vibrator with the specimen in
position, and Figure 5/3 shows the control instruments
consisting of signal generator, amplifier, stress measurement
and timing instruments.

The actual test rig was designed to

operate at resonance in order to achieve the desired stress
levelso

Resonate frequency varied from specimen to specimen

and also altered once a fatigue crack was formed, but generally
it was of the order of 175 c/s.
In the design of the moving head (lower grip) two flat
leaf springs were used to hold the bottom specimen grip and
the grip was attached to the vibrator by means of an aluminium

90.

Figure 5/2:

Direct stress fatigue machine
with specimen in position .

Figure 5/3:

Control instruments for the
direct stress fatigue machine.

alloy connecting pieceo

This design enabled the grip to be

released from the vibrator for adjustment of the specimen
without placing any strain on the moving coil of the vibratoro
As the top grip was held in position by locking nuts (one
above and one below the main frame) its position could be
easily adjusted to give a small amount of mean stress on the
specimen if required, and to allow for any possible variation
in specimen lengtho
Gripping of the specimens was by means of split collets
held in place by locking nutso

The specimen was a close fit

in the grip and to avoid any possible binding during the test
the specimen ends and the grips were coated with an anti=scuff
paste containing molybdenum disulphide.

The method of gripping

the specimens and of attaching the bottom grip to the moving
coil could possibly cause some bending on the specimen during
the fatigue testo

This point was carefully checked and no

lack of uni=axiality was observed during actual testso
To ensure that no bending stresses were imposed on the
specimen during the fatigue test it was essential that the top
and bottom grips be correctly aligned.

The initial alignment

was checked by placing a specimen in the lower grip and
allowing the top grip to rest on the specimeno

The position of

the top grip was then adjusted until the grip slid down on to
the specimen.

The final alignment was checked by placing a

\

in

0

diameter specimen, to which was attached four strain

gauges, in the grips.

The four strain gauges were equally

spaced around the diameter at the centre of the bar and
diametrically opposite gauges connected together;

all four

gauges were then connected to form a wheatstone bridge circuit.
Any bending strain was shown up as a departure from zero
reading of the bridge circuit.

By then reading the strain

on each pair of gauges separately the direction of bending was
established and so corrected.

This method was periodically

used to check the alignment of the grips during the test
programme but no adjustment was found to be necessary after
the initial setting up.
Calibration of the test rig also caused some problems but
the method finally adopted appeared to give satisfactory and
consistent resultso

The output from a resistance strain gauge

on the bottom grip was fed through a "Philips" strain bridge
to an oscilliscope and the strain shown on the screen in the
form of a sine wave, the amplitude of which was a measure of
the degree of strain~

In order to calibrate the machine the

bottom grip was loaded statically and the shift in oscilliscope
reading correlated to the actual stress appliedo

The shift in

oscilliscope reading under static loading correlated with the
amplitude of the sine wave shown on the oscilliscope during
dynamic loadingo

A similar method to this, developed by the

National Physical Laboratory, only using a specially built

93.
d cG amplifier instead of the strain bridge is described by
0

Dowell~lo 9 )

The calibration method was also used to measure

the actual stress applied during fatigue tests and was found
to be reasonably satisfactory although electrical interference
picked up by the oscilliscope sometimes made it difficult to
ascertain the exact amplitude of the sine wave.
Cycle counting during tests was by means of an electric
clock which drew its power from the amplifiero

This method

assumes that the cycle frequency remains constant and that no
drift of the signal generator occurso

All test work was

monitored and the generator adjusted to keep the test rig at
resonance, no test work being continued unless the author was
personally on the premiseso

Some drift of the generator

undoubtedly did occur but it was generally corrected and an
effort made to allow for it in calculating the number of stress
reversalse

A micro=switch was attached to the upper grip and

actuated by a lever attached to the lower grip.

When the

specimen failed the bottom grip dropped slightly and the lever
tripped the switch which then actuated a relay which in turn
switched out the input current from the amplifier to the
moving coil.

When the amplifier cut out the timing clock also

stopped thus giving the total time of the testo
One of the major problems encountered was that of
achieving sufficiently high stress levels to cause failure
of the standard waisted specimens within reasonable times

94,,

(0 - 8 hours)e

The specimen diameter was reduced from 0.25 in.

to 0~20 ino in an effort to overcome this but use of a notched
specimen was the only real answer.

While reasonably high

stresses could be achieved at resonance with full input current,
a lowering of input current gave a marked drop off in stress
level and thus prevented a full investigation of the lower
stress ranges for the waisted specimensq

Higher stress levels

could possibly have been achieved by aiming for resonance at
higher frequencies but there were two major objections to this.
One was that frequency has an effect on the corrosion fatigue
life and in order to have some comparison with the rotating
beam tests the lower the test frequency the better and the
other was the noise level of the vibrator at the higher
frequenciese

At lower frequencies, of the order of 60 - 100 c/s,

which were nearer the frequency of the rotating beam tests
(50 c/s) the stress levels dropped off markedly preventing
failure within reasonable times.
5.2

Notched Specimen Test Programmeo
Fatigue tests in both air and superphosphate/air were

conducted using the notched specimens~

The corrodent was

applied to the specimen using the foil/paste technique and no
difficulties were encountered in keeping the superphosphate in
contact with the root of the notch.

Due to the size of the

specimen used and the limitations of the fatigue machine, the
very low stress levels (circa 6 tons/sq.ine) could not be fully

investigated, .especially for the tests in air.

However, it is

felt-that sufficient data is available to indicate the general
trend of results, and this data is given in Figure 5/4 and
tabulated in Appendix E, for both air and corrosion tests.
fractography of the specimens is discussed in Chapter
5~3

The

7.

Un=Notched Specimen Tes.t__Programme.
As in the case of the notched specimen test series, the

experimental circumstances prevented a full investigation at
all stress levels in tests using superphosphate corrodent and
no results were obtained for tests in air.

At the highest

stress levels obtainable the specimens tested in air remained
unbroken after some 5 x 10 6 cycles, representing approximately
8 hours testing,

In the tests using superphosphate corrodent,

failures did occur at the highest stress levels but no failures
occurred at the lower stress levels after 8 hours testing.
If the specimen was still unbroken at this stage the test was
discontinued~

The results from the corrodent tests did show

the general trend expected and these results are shown in
Figure 5/5 and are tabulated in Appendix E.
of these specimens is discussed in Chapter 7,

The fractography
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CHAPTER
6a

S I Xo

REVERSE BEND FATIGUE TEST PR0GRAMiv!E.
A Limited programme of reverse bend fatigue testing was

conducted by the author in the laboratories of Chemistry
Division, DoSoioRo

~

Gracefielda

The materials used for the

test work were the same as those used in both the rotating
beam and direct stress work, that is 2024

=

and aerial superphosphate as the corrodente

T4 aluminium alloy
The shape and

dimensions of the test specimen are shown in Figure 6/1, and
it will be noted that the specimen diameter was 0a30 ino not

0s25 ine, this being the standard specimen for the machine usedo
The machine used for the test work was an Amsler resonance
type reverse bend fatigue tester in which the stress amplitude
is controlled by placing out=of-balance
suspended from cantilever leaf springse

wheel
Two pins on the fly

wheel held the weights but owing to errors in the instruction
manual and lack of markings on the fly wheel it was not
discovered until the end of the programme that the weights had
to be placed on particular pins to achieve the desired stress
levelo

This means that the actual stress levels in the test

work are somewhat suspect and that they could in fact differ
from those supposedly set on the machineo
the machine was 1500 Capomo

Cycle frequency of

99.,

1 ~•0 11 R

~

0,5"~

j

~ 0.5"
A

f

Figure 6/1:

3-5"

Section AA

D =

Reverse bend fatigue test specimen.

t.

0.30 11

1OOo

Tests were conducteq in air and superphosphate corrodent
using the foil/paste technique to apply the corrodento

While

typical results are tabulated in Table 6/I it must be remembered
that the stress levels given are those supposedly set on the
machine and may not necessarily be the actual stresses acting
on the specimens in the testso

Main interest however, was

centred on the fractography of these specimens as compared to
the other test work using rotating bending and direct stress
systems, and this is discussed in Chapter 7o
As the results of the fractographic studies were in line
with those from the other test programmes and as the fatigue
machine used was suspect, no major programme of reverse bend
fatigue testing was undertakeno

A further consideration was

the necessity for the author to spend considerable time at
Gracefield to complete a major test programmeo
TABLE 6/I~
Stress Level
Tons/sg.,ino

l8

16o4

Reverse Bend Fatigue Test Resultse
Air Fatigue

Corrosi.Qn

Lifeo
1 o 08

7o 1

X

Fatigue Lifee
10

5

7o48

0

X

0

X

104
104

l 049
3o26
3e2
6077

X

5
1o

104

X

l 2. 5
1 Oo 9

706
603

3 34
6 08

X

l o5

X
X
X

1o5
10 5
1o5

lOlo

CHAPTER

SEVEN.

FRACT0GRAPHY AND !'1ETALL0GRAPHY.
A study of the fractures obtained from the various fatigue
tests revealed several striking features, the most obvious
being a change in actual fracture morphology between those
tests made in air and those made under corrosive conditionso
All three stress systems used in the fatigue testing programmes
gave similar results as regards the fracture morphology and it
would appear that the features observed could apply in general
to the high strength aluminium alloyso
7ol

Un=Notched Rotating Beam Air Fractureso
==-s
The fractures obtained in air sh@ed two major mode~ of

crack propagationa

Initially, the direction of crack

propagation was at 90° to the maximum tensile stress direction,
but after the crack had travelled only a short distance into
the specimen, the direction of propagation changed to lie at
about 35° to the tensile stressa

The length of the crack

formed at 90° to the tensile stress varied with stress level,
the lower the stress level the greater the length of cracke
This mode of cracking at 90° will be called the tensile mode for
the purposes of this discussiono
That part of the fracture running at 35° to the tensile
stress, ioeo, near the maximum shear direction, was remarkably
flat in that the crack surface was a plane inclined at 35° to

1.020
the specimen axiso
mode crackingo

This type of cracking will be called shear

Figure

7/1

shows a typical air fatigue fracture

while Figure 7/2 shows a close~up photograph of an air fatigue
crack in its initial stagesa

In all the air fractures the

tensile mode of cracking always preceded the shear modea

The

final fracture of the specimen took place on a 45° planeo All
three stages of a typical air fatigue failure are shown in
Figure 7 /3 e
The air fractures showed a river pattern marking on the
shear mode fracture face with the pattern branching out from
the transition areaa

A noticeable feature was the absence of

the conchoidal markings normally associated with a fatigue
failure.

Also prominent was the appearance of a black powdery

deposit on the fatigue fracture faceso

This deposit is thought

to be fretting debris possibly from the CuA1

2

phase present in

the alloy and similar deposits on fatigue fractures in high
strength aluminium alloys have been reported in the literatures
The transition of crack propagation from 90° to 45° to
the maximum tensile stress is also a well recognised phenomenon
in high strength aluminium alloys and several authors refer to
it, especially in research involving sheet specimens (l 9 , 104 ,
0

(105, 110

=

112)0

Figure 7/1 ~

Typical air fatigue fractures
in un=notched specimenso

Figure 7/2:

A close=up photograph of an air
fatigue crack, showing both
tensile and shear mode systemso

,~

(

)

MAXIMUM TENSILE STRESS
Figure 7/3: A macro~photograph showing the
three stages of failure in an
air fatigue cracko

l 060

Several specimens were tested until cracks appeared, the
tests were then discontinued and the specimens sectioned.
Figure 7/4 - 7/6 show typical features of these cracks.
Figure 7/4 shows the highest stress level crack and Figure 7/5
a crack at a lower stress levelo

The influ~nae of stress level

on the degree of tensile mode cracking can be clearly seen.
Figure 7/6 shows a tensile mode crack before the transition to
the shear mode has begun.

A feature is the way the crack moves

in certain places in short bursts at 35° to the tensile stress,
but the overall effect is to produce a fracture surface at 90°
to the specimen axis.

A further feature shown in Figure 7/6

is the way the crack has initiated at 45° to the specimen axis.
This correlated with Forsyth's Stage I cracking and in fact
Figure 7/6 shows several of the early stages of cracking
discussed by Forsyth(l 9 ) and reproduced in Figure 2/2.
At the transition of the tensile mode tb,,the shear mode of
crack growth, the crack has two possible 35° planes (at 90° to
each other) on which it can propagate.

Under these

circumstances it should be possible for two shear mode cracks
to be formed and in several sectioned specimens this feature
has in fact been observedo

However one crack normally becomes

dominant and propagates rapidly while the other crack apparently
becomes non-propagating.

Which crack becomes dominant is

probably determined by local stress and micro-structural details.
Figure 7/5 shows the formation of two shear mode cracks with
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Photograph (x50) showing an air
,fatigue cracko
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Figure 7/5:

Photograph (x50) showing an air
fatigue cracko

Stress level
16 tsi, cycles 2.2 x 106
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Figure 7/6:
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A photomicrograph of an air
fatigue crack showing the
tensile mode of crackingo

x150o

the non-propagating crack to the right of the major shear mode
crack.,
The tensile mode of cracking occupies the major part of
the fatigue life of the specimen and rapid crack propagation
occurs once the transition to the shear mode has taken place.
In a paper by Broek and Schijve,(llZ) crack propagation rates
in the two stages are quoted and transition points giving the
number of cycles after which shear mode crack propagation
occurs are shown graphically.

The influence of mean stress on

the length of the tensile mode cracking is also discussedo
In order to study the crack initiation stage and the
initial stages of crack propagation several standard test
specimens were polished using 1 and~ micron diamond paste.
This treatment gave a surface finish equivalent to that of a
metallographic section and thus enabled a clo~er study of the
surface. than was possible with the standard specimen preparation.
These polished specimens were then fatigued for varying numbers
of cycles until surface cracks appearedo

These cracks were

then studied using a metallurgical microscope and relevant
areas photographedo

This study showed that the surface cracking

was often associated with a CuA1

2

particle (Figure 7/7) and

that the crack zig-zagged around the specimen circumference
(Figure 7/8)0

The transition from the tensile to shear mode

cracking could also be clearly distinguished as is shown in
Figure 7/9.
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Figure 7/7:

Initiation area of air fatigue crack
on polished specimeno

Crack initiates

x150.

from CuA1 2 particleo
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Figure 7/8:

Typical air fatigue crack in po~ished
specimeno
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Figure 7/9 ~

Air fatigue crack in polished specimen
showing transition to shear modeo

xl50
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0

Un~Notched Rotating Beam Corrosion Fatigue Fractureso
The fractures in the corrosion fatigue tests differed

quite markedly from those obtained in air, in that the tensile
mode was absent and the shear mode was apparently the only
crack propagation system operative.

Although all the corrosion

fatigue fractures showed the same essential features there were
some differences observed between the tests made with the
various corrodents.

These were, however, not differences in

the basic crack morphology but were more a matter of the extent
of crack formation and the number of cracks formed.
Basically, the fractures appeared to initiate at a single
point and to propagate across the specimen at 35° to the
tensile stress direction, ioeo, at 35° to the specimen axis.
This propagation in the shear mode differed from that observed
in the air fatigue fractures in that the corrosion fatigue
crack lay on the surface of a cone of 70° included angle to
give a "valley" fractureo

Multiple cracking was also a marked

feature in the corrosion fatigue tests especially at the lower
stress levels where time became an important variable.

The

lower the stress level, the longer the time of test and the
greater the degree of multiple crackinge

This was especially

the case in the superphosphate/moist air testse
In the lower stress level tests it appears that several
cracks form and propagate simultaneously until ultimate failure

occurso

This mechanism results in small crack facets and gives

a zig=zag pattern around the specimen circumference.

In the

very low stress tests (4.4 tons/sqoino) in superphosphate/moist
air a large number of cracks were formed and the final fracture
appeared to be at 90° to the specimen axiso

Closer examination

of the fracture however, revealed the multiplicity of crack
facets each one showing the features described above. Similar
features were observed in tests with 3% NaCl as corrodent.
At higher stress levels two cracks often initiated in the
same surface area but propagated in opposite directions.

As

there are two maximum shear stress directions, the formation of
two cracks from the same area is highly probableo

Normally,

however, one crack becomes dominant and propagates to failure.
Figure 7/10 shows typical corrosion fatigue fractures with the
stress levels decreasing from top to bottom of the photograph.,
The specimen second from the top shows two cracks initiating
from the same area but only one has propagated to failureo
Both the lower specimens show multiple cracking around the
whole specimen circumferenceo

Also observable in the

photograph is the build-up of superphosphate corrodent which
occurred in the longer tests.

11 4-

.

Figure 7/10:

Corrosion fatigue fractures. Stress level
highest at top of the photograph and lowest
a t the bottom.,

Features which the corrosion fatigue fractures hold in
common with the air fatigue fractures are the black fretting
debris and the river pattern striations on the shear mode
fracture faceso

Details of the striations were however

destroyed by corrosion especially in long term tests or where
the specimen had failed overnight and had remained in contact
with the corrodento
A detailed study of the corrosion fatigue crack morphology
showed that the crack propagates faster along the surface of
the specimen than in the centre.

The crack on the surface

follows the maximum shear plane and its path

resembles a helix.

This faster crack growth on the surface means that the crack
front is in the form of a V with the apex pointing back towards
the point of crack initiationo

This observation is illustrated

in Figure 7/11 where an actual fracture surface is showno
Metallographic sections taken near the extremities of corrosion
fatigue cracks showed how the crack advances into the centre of
the specimen from the surfaces with crack growth in the centre
lagging behindo
As with the air tests a number of corrosion fatigue tests
were conducted until surface cracks were detected visually

0

These specimens were then sectioned and examined
metallographicallyo

Figures 7/12 - 7/15 show features of the

corrosion fatigue cracks revealed by metallographic examination

0

Figures 7/12 and 7/13 which are sections along the specimen axis

116 .

Figure 7 /11:

Photograph .o f a corrosion fatigue
fracture, showing how the crack
propagates faster at the edges of
the specimen than in the centre.
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Figure 7/12:
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Photomicrograph of two corrosion
fatigue cracks initiating from
same point.
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F igure 7 / 1 3 :
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Photomicrograph of a typical
corrosion fatigue crack,
showing shear mode of failureo
xSOo

119 o .

Figure 7/14:

View of a section through a
corrosion fatigue crack at
right angles to the
longitudinal axis of the
specimeno

The crack front

forms part of the surface
of a coneo

X50o

Figure 7/15:

A similar view to Figure 7/14
but showing two corrosion
fatigue crackso x50o

1 21,

show the cracks propagating at 35° ·to the specimen axis, i.eo,
in the shear modeo
most noticeableo

The absence of any tensile mode cracking ie
Figure 7/1&. shows two shear mode cracks

initiating at the same point.

This double cracking was a

common feature especially at higher stress levels.

In additior

to the longitudinal sections, sections were taken at right
angles to the specimen axis to examine the nature of the crack
front.

Typical views of such sections are shown in Figures

7/14 and 7/15.

These sections sh,ow clearly how the crack front

lies on the surface of a cone to give the typical valley
fracture.
In the metallographic studies careful note was taken as
to whether corrosion pits had been formed on the specimen
surface and whether or not the·corrosion fatigue cracks were
associated with these pits.

Exfoliation corrosion was the

main form of corrosion attack in the lowest stre·ss level tests
but_ very few of these areas of attack were associated with
corrosion fatigue cracking.

At the higher stress levels the

only evidence of corrosion attack was discolouration of the
specimen surfaceo

There was some indication that corrosion

pitting was in fact occurring in the lowest stress level tests
in superphosphate corrodent and that the corrosion fatigue
cracks appeared to be associated with this pitting.

However,

there was considerable doubt as to whether the pitting came
first and the cracks initiated from it or whether the cracks

formed first and the pits were due to corrosion attach on the
crack initiation areas resulting in widening of the cracks to
give apparent pits.
In order to study this aspect of corrosion fatigue crack
initiation, specimens were polished with 1 and\ micron
diamond paste and these specimens tested in superphosphate/mois
air corrodent for varying numbers of cycleso

The surface of

each specimen was examined using a metallographic microscope
and the initiation areas photographedo

No corrosion pitting

was observed in these tests although corrosion fatigue cracks.
were formedo

The initiation of these cracks showed

a

marked

resemblance to the early stages of the air fatigue cracks on
similarly prepared specimens except that the shear mode became
dominant much earliero

Figures

7/16 and 7/17 show typical

initiation areas of corrosion fatigue cracks and these can be
compared with similar areas for air fatigue cracks shown in
Figures

7/7 - 7/90

It was noted that the CuA1

2

particles

appeared to be preferentially attacked by the corrodent and
evidence of this attack is visible in both Figures

7/17.,

7/16 and

The corrosion fatigue cracks, like the air cracks,

appeared to be associated with the CuA1

2

particleso

I
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Figure

7/16:

Initiation area of corrosion fatigue
crack on polished specimeno
Initiation associated with corroded
CuA1 2 particleso

xl50
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•
Figure

7/17;

Corrosion fatigue crack in polished
specirnene

x40

1250

7o3

Notched Rotating Beam Fractureso
At first glance the notched rotating beam tests in air

gave an entirely new type of fracture compared with those
already described, the fractures tending to be somewhat cone
shaped especially at high stress levelso

However, a closer

and more detailed study including metallographic sections,
showed that the same modes of crack propagation were operative
here as in the un-notched testso

The fatigue crack initially

propagated in the tensile mode as is the case with the
un=notched specimens, but in the notched specimens fatigue
cracks were initiated around the whole circumference rather
than in a limited areao

This gave continuous tensile mode

crack propagation around the whole specimen circumferenceo
After the appropriate number of cycles, which depended on
stress level, the shear mode of fatigue crack propagation
became operativeo

The extent of tensile mode cracking was

dependent on stress levelj as in the un=notched specimens, and
the lower the stress level the greater the proportion of
tensile mode crackingo

The continuous tensile mode cracking

around the notch circumference meant that the shear mode
fracture face formed the surface of a cone of included angle
of approximately 70° rather than the planar fracture normally
associated with shear mode fracturese

Very little, if any, shear mode cracking occurred in the
lower stress level tests, as the specimen diameter was
sufficiently reduced by the tensile mode cracking for complete
failure to occur before the transition to shear mode cracking
took placeo

This feature was not observed in the un-notched

specimens where only limited tensile mode cracking occurred
and the transition to shear mode cracking could take placeo
Figure 7/18 shows typical air fractures obtained with notched
rotating beam specimens, and Figure 7/19 shows how the tensile
and shear crack propagation modes operate in these notched

specimenso
,
(110,111,113) h as o b serve d simi
, 'l ar cone-s h ape d
F inney
fractures in notched specimens of high strength aluminium
alloys and has also shown that the extent of shear mode cracking
is dependent on cycle frequency(l lJ) as well as stress levelo
High cycle frequency (12000 Copomo) together with high stress
levels (above 35,000 l~o/sqoino) gave almost perfect coneshaped fractureso
Two types of fracture were observed in the notched
rotating beam tests with superphospnate corrodento

One type

was similar to the air fractures of the notched specimens,
ioeo, tensile mode followed by shear mode crack_ingo

In some

instances, shear mode cracking became operative for a very
short period at the start of fatigue cracking but then changed
back to the tensile modee

The other type of fracture observed

Figure 7/18;

Air fatigue fractures in notched
rotating beam specimense

Stress

level lowe st at left and highest
at righto

MAXIMUM TENSILE STRESS
Figure 7/19~

Photomicrograph of air fatigue crack
in a notched rotating beam test
s pecimen o

Initiation a t 45°, followed

by tensile mode cracking and transition
to shear mode crackingo

Two shear mode

cracks formed at end of tensile mode
cracking o

x60 o

1 29,

0

was pure shear mode cracking and gave almost perfect cone=shaped
fractures on a cone of included angle of approximately 70°~
It is highly probable that this latter type of fracture is
nearer the true case of corrosion accelerated fatigue cracking
as specimens showing this mode of failure had very short
fatigue lives and similar fractures were consistently obtained
in the direct stress tests (see Section 706)0

A cross section

of a shear mode type of failure is shown in Figure 7/20 and
the cone=shaped fracture can be clearly seeno

This type of

fracture is identical to that described by Finney in his work
on notched specimens in airo

7e4

Fractures Observed in Two Stage WetmDry Testso
In the two stage wet=dry fatigue tests the type of

fracture observed depended on stress level and the length of
the wet fatigue stageo

At high stress levels a shear mode

crack usually existed prior to the dry fatigue stage and crack
propagation in the dry stage continued in the shear modeo

The

crack propagation rate however, was apparently determined to
some extent by the length of the wet stage&

Where this was

less than about 40% of the normal corrosion fatigue life, ioee,
the total life if the test was continued in the corrodent, then
crack propagation rates were slower in air than if the test had
been continued in the corrodento

If the wet stage exceeded 40%

of the normal corrosion fatigue life, the crack propagation

MAXIMUM TENSILE STRESS
Figure 7/ 20~

Shear mode fatigue failure obtained
in corrosion fatigue test of a
rotating beam s pecimeno

Corrodent

superphosphate, stress level

9o2 tons/sqoino

rates in the dry stage were apparently unaltered compared to
those in the wet stage and the total fatigue life (wet plus
dry stages) was the same as the normal corrosion fatigue lifeo
At lower stress levels the type of fracture obtained was
very dependent on the length of the wet stagea

If a shear

mode crack was initiated in the wet stage then two possible
effects were observeda

Where the wet stage was less than 40%

of the normal corrosion fatigue life then the shear mode crack
did not continue to propagate in the dry stageo

Instead, the

tensile mode of cracking occurred and often continued until
ultimate failure took placeo

Fractures obtained in this type

of test typically showed a small shear mode fracture face with
a large tensile mode failure initiating from ito (Figure 7/21)
Where the wet stage of the test exceeded 40% of the normal
corrosion fatigue life, crack propagation in the dry stage was
normally a continuation of the existing shear mode cracko
In the lower stress level tests where a shear mode crack
was not initiated in the wet stage, tensile mode cracking
initiated in the subsequent dry stageo

However this tensile

mode cracking occurred around a large part of the circumference,
unlike the limited cracking observed in completely dry tests

0

This extensive tensile mode cracking in the dry stage of the
two stage tests resulted in fractures resembling those obtained
with notched specimens in airo

Figure 7/21 ~

Fractures obtained in Wet~D r y t wo stage
fatigue tests showing e ffe ct of corrodent
on cra c k pro paga tion modeo Specimen a t
left s hows tensile mode cracking t ha t
occurred after a wet stage le ss than 20%
of t he corrosion fatigue lifeo Middle
s p ecimen s hows initia ti on in the s hear
mode but wi t h reversi on to t he tensile mod e
after removal from t he corrodento Spec imen
on right s hows crack propagation continuing
in shear mode af ter remov al f rom t he c orrodent o

133~

The two stage dry=wet tests gave similar shear mode
fractures to those obtained in the corrosion fatigue tests
(see Section 7o2)o

One notable feature however, was that

the incidence of multiple cracking increased especially
at high stress levels, and the longer the dry stage the
greater the number of shear mode cracks initiated during
the wet stageo

7o5

Fractures in Pre=Corroded Specimen~d in Painted
Specimens.,!!,
The pre=corrosion tests gave fractures which

displayed many of the features already discussed for the
notched tests and the two stage wet=dry tests., Basically
the fractures were typical air fractures showing crack
propagation in the tensile mode with subsequent transition
to the shear modeo

The tensile mode cracking was initiated

around a greater proportion of the specimen circumference
than was usual for non=corroded air specimenso

This

extensive tensile mode cracking was similar to that found
in wet=dry and notched specimens and it produced a rounded
shear mode fracture surface rather than the flat planar
fracture found in normal air fractures of un=notched
specimenso

In many instances, especially at low stress

levels, tensile mode cracki'ng occurred in diametrically
opposite areas of the specimen and where this was observed
no shear mode fracture was seeno

This feature, while also

1 3!+.,

observed in the two stage wet=dry tests was never found in
normal air fatigue testso
With the painted specimens, somewhat similar features
to those described for the pre=corrosion tests was observed ..
The usual fracture modes of tensile cracking followed by
shear mode cracking were noted in the air fatigue testso

As

in the pre=corrosion tests, however, the tensLle·mode
cracking was generally more extensive than in the unpainted
air tests and this produced a rounded (semi=cone) shear mode
fracture surface similar to those found in the pre=corrosion
tests.,
A very surprising feature of the tests of painted
specimens ,i:n _superphosphate corrodent was that the fractures
produced were identical to those found in un=painted
specimens, ioeo, shear mode valley fractures a

The only

difference was that multiple cracking was absent in the
painted specimense

Typical air and corrosion fatigue

fractures of painted specimens are shown·in Figure 7/22.
In some corrosion fatigue tests the painted coating was
deliverately damaged exposing the bare metal to the corrodento
With these specimens, fractures always initiated in the
exposed metal.,
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Figure 7/22 ~

Fatigue fractures in painted
rotating beam test s pecimens o
Upper fractures obtained in air,
lower fractures in super phos phate
corrod ent o
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Direct Stress Fractur~
The fractures in the notched direct stress fatigue

tests resembled those from the notched rotating beam testse
In air the cracks initiated in the tensile mode and the
normal transition to the shear mode took placeo

As was

normal, the length of the tensile mode depended on stress
level and the lower the stress level the greater the degree
of tensile mode crackingo

One difference however, was that

the shear mode cracking was much more definite in the direct
stress tests than in the rcitating beam testso

Di~tinct

cone=shaped fractures were produced in the direct stress
tests at all stress levels at which fractures occurrede
In the superphosphate corrodent tests of notched direct

i

stress specimens the fractures were cone=shaped shear mode
failures and no tensile mode cracking was observedo

These

cone=shaped fractures were similar to those described as
occurring in some of the rotating beam testso
angle of the cone was approximately

The included

70°0

Typical notched direct stress fractures are shown in
Figures 7/23 and 7/240
With the un=notched direct stress specimens in the
superphosphate corrodent shear mode fractures identical to
those found in un=notched rotating beam tests occurred

0

Figure 7/25 shows a typical fracture and one feature to be
noted is the absence of multiple crackingo

This was a

TENSILE
STRESS

Figure 7/23~

Air fattgue fracture in notched direct
stress s pecimen o Fracture starts in
tensile mode but then changes to shear
modes

TENSILE
STRESS

Figure 7/24~

Corrosion fatigue fracture in notched
direct stress specimen o Tensile mode
absent and only shear mode operativeo
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Figure 7 /25~

Typical corrosion fatigue fractures
in un=not c hed direct stress test
s pecimens with superphosphate
corrodento

feature of the un=notched direct stress tests in contrast
to the rotating beam tests where multiple cracking at all
but the highest stress levels was the rule rather than the
exceptiono

7o7

Reverse Bend Fractureso
All the features of the un=notched rotating beam tests

were reproduced in the reverse bend tests.

Tests in air

showed tensile mode cracking followed by transition to planar
shear mode crackingo

One difference was the initiation of

tensile mode cracking on diametrically opposite sides of the
specimen but this would be expected from the mode of stressinge
Tests conducted in superphosphate corrodent showed the
typical valley shear mode failureso

Normally two such cracks

were initiated on opposite sides of the specimen but multiple
cracking also occurredo

This multiple cracking was very

similar to that described as occurring in the rotating beam
test worko
Figure

708

Typical reverse bend fractures are shown in

7/260

Summ~of Fractographic Studieso
With the un=notched specimens in air, for all stress

systems studied, fatigue failure occurs in two main stages

0

The first or tensile mode is at 90° to the applied tensile
stress and the length of this stage depends on stress level,
the lower the stress level, the longer the stageo

The

Figure 7/26:

Reverse bend fa tig ue frac t ure s o
Upper fracture obtained in air,
middle and lower in superphosphate
corrodento
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second or shear mode is at about 35° = 40° to the applied
tensile stress and produces either a planar or a semi=cone
surface depending on the extent of tensile mode cracking
around the specimen circumferenceo
on a 45

0

shear planeo

Final fracture occurs

The bulk of the fatigue I life of a

specimen (up to 90%) is spent in the tensile mode stage
and very rapid crack propagation rates occur in the shear
modea
Under corrosive conditions shear mode cracking only is
operative in un=notched specimens with very rapid crack
propagation rateso

The fracture -surfaces lie 'On part of

the surface of a cone of included angle of 70° to give a
valley fractureo

Multiple cracking is a feature of these

tests especially at low stress levelso

For notched specimens, the same crack propagation modes
operate as for the un=notched specirnenso

In air, tensile

mode cracking is followed by shear mode crackinge

The degree

of shear mode cracking is influenced by stress level and
cycle frequency and at high stress levels and high cycle
frequencies cone~shaped shear mode fractures are producedo
Under corrosive conditions cone=shaped shear mode fractures
are produced and the fracture surface forms a cone of 70°
included angle ..
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The test results fram the present investigation follow
the general pattern reported in the literature in that
fatigue tests made in a highly corrosive environment showed
a marked reduction in life compared to equivalent tests in
airo

While the S=N curve.in air for the rotating beam tests

showed no definite shape, the S=N curves obtained under
corrosive conditions tended to follow the general shape of
the idealised S=N curve suggested by Wood(ZZ) and shown in
Figure 2/20

A remarkable feature of the corrosion fatigue

test work was the reproducibility and lack of scatter in
test results compared to equivalent tests in airo This
feature was first observed by McAdam( 43 = 47 ) and appears to
be a feature of corrosion fatigue testingo

Results were so

reproducible that the result of a test: could be accurately
predicted and this was of extreme value when deciding on the
length of the wet stage in the two=stage wet=dry test serieso
A further feature of the corrosion fatigue work was the
multiplicity of cracking and this again has been commented on
by many workers and is a well recognised featureo

The

fractography of corrosion fatigue failures has however
received comparatively little attention from research
workers, most interest being taken in the loss in fatigue
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life, and as a result descriptions of corrosion fatigue
fractures are lacking in the literatureo

It is thus not

clear whether the fractures observed in the present
investigation are the ·normal type of fractures obtained
in corrosion fatigueo

In view of the fact that all the

corrodents used in the test work gave similar fractures
it is felt that the valley fracture is the usual type of
fracture for high strength aluminium alloys for fatigue
loading under highly corrosive conditionse
In the ·rotating beam tests in air there was considerable
scatter in results and the resulting S=N curve (Figure 4/4)
shows no definite shape ..

At stress levels below 12 tons/sqoino

specimens had fatigue lives in excess of 108 cyclese

Of the

vari0us corrodents used in the corrosion fatigue ·test work:;
tap water produced the least drop in fatigue life, 3% NaCl
and potassic superphosphate the greatest and aerial
superphosphate values intermediate between tap water and
3% NaClo

At stress levels above 10 tons/sqoino all corrodents

gave very similar results and the fatigue lives showed only
small differencese

At stress levels less than 8 to:ns/sqoino

fatigue lives in excess of 106 cycles were obtained and at
this stage the difference between the various corrodents
became more apparent with the potassi.c superphosphate and

3a;n NaC 1 producing the greatest drop in fatigue lifeo
differences are shown clearly in Figures 4/4 -~ 4/7 e

These
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The decrease in fatigue life produced by a given corrodent
is apparently related to the severity of corrosion attack on
the ,2024 = T4 alloy by the corrodento

If the corrodents are

arranged in order of increasing severity of attack then tap
water should produce the ,smallest reduction in fatigue life,
followed by aerial superphosphate, 3% NaCl and potassic
superphosphateo

This is in fact the case as shown by the

results of the 'Corrosion fatigue testso
The presence of moisture is necessary to produce
corrosion attack by the various grades of superphosphateo
Dry aerial superphosphate has no effect on the fatigue life
of the 2024 alloy but the presence of even small amounts of
moisture produces a marked reduction in fatigue lifeo

The

amount of moisture present does not appear t·o be critical in
that similar reductions in fatigue life were produced by a
slurry of 25 grams/litre ,of superphosphate and pastes of
superphosphate containing various amounts of water ranging up
to a maximum of 10%0
A standard painted coating on the alloy had some effect
in improving the fatigue life under corrosive conditionse
The treatment of anodising followed by a chromate etch with
a final top coat of paint did however affect the fatigue
life in air at high stress levelsa

At stress levels above

14 tons/sqoino the protective treatment gave quite a marked
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reduction in fatigue life in air compared to unpainted
specimens (Figure 4/10).,

At lower stress levels however,

an improvement in air fatigue life became apparento

Under

corrosive conditions the painted specimens gave a marked
improvement in fatigue life over unpainted specimens but a
disturbing feature was that the type of fractures produced
were identical to those found in unpainted specimenso

While

the painted specimens showed an improved corrosion fatigue
life over unpainted specimens, they did show a drop in
fatigue life compared to painted specimens in aire

Thus in

Figure 4/10 the painted specimen S=N curve in superphosphate
is lower than the corresponding air curveo

The similarity

of fracture morphology together with the lowering of fatigue
life in superphosphate indicates that the corrodent is
permeating through the painted coating causing accelerated
fatigue failures

0

When the fatigue curves obtained in tests with the
various corrodents are considered it is apparent that even a
mildly corrosive medium such as tap water causes a marked
reduction in fatigue lifeo

The most serious aspect of the

test results with superphosphate is the very ijOOr fatigue
lives at stresses as low as 4o4 tons/sqoino

This means that

fatigue failures are highly probable in aircraft components
made from 2024 alloy at stresses well below those that would
be considered safe, if superphosphate is presento

In fact
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these stress levels are around normal design stresses and thus
the question of whether superphosphate can cause accelerated
fatigue failures in aircraft components can be answered in the
affirmativeo

Painting of the component can produce a marked

improvement in the fatigue life providing the coating remains
intacto

Once the protective coating has been damaged in any

way permitting superphosphate to come into contact with bare
metal, then a rapid fatigue failure can be expectedo

This

emphasises the need for careful and continued inspection of
aerial topdressing aircraft for evidence of either corrosion
attack or damaged paintworko
The effects of pre=corrosion on the aluminium alloy was
expected from the results reported by McAdam, and Panseri( 6 S)e
The reduction in fatigue life after 24 hours corrosion
attack was not as high as that produced by combined fatigue
loading and corrosion attack but is still sufficient to be of
practical concern to the aerial topdressing industry.,

It is

felt that the reduction in fatigue life by pre=corrosion is
probably due to the notch effect of the corrosion pits formed
on the specimen surfaceo

In the pre=corrosion tests a

certain amount of ex=foliation corrosion attack was noted and
these areas would act as stress raisers of low stress
concentration factor and would thus produce an accelerated
fatigue failureo
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From the fractographic studies it is evident that two
major modes of crack propagation operate in the air fractureso
In the first, or tensile mode, the crack runs at right angles
to the tensile stress (Figure

7/5)0

During this stage, the

length of which depends on the stress level, the crack moves
in short bursts at about 35° to the tensile stress, the
length of each burst being of the order of the grain size of
the alloyo

Each burst propagates until it is halted by a

barrier such as an unfavourably oriented grain, plastic
working ahead of the crack tip, grain boundaries or by
dislocation pile=UPe

A combination of several of these

factors is highly probableo

As the specimens were machined

from extruded rod which had been solution treated and
naturally aged there will be a marked tendency for the grain
structure to be oriented along the specimen axiso

It would

thus be possible for a single burst of crack propagation to
continue across several suitably oriented grains before being
haltedo

This is the most probable explanation for the

uneven=ness of length of the crack propagation bursts shown
in Figure
35

0

7/60

When crack propagation is blocked on one

plane, then because of the grain orientation in the alloy

it is to be expected that the 35° plane at 90° to the original
one could become actives

This would explain the type of crack

propagation that occurs in the tensile mode and which is

"
illustrated in Figure

7/6, where the crack runs in short
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bursts at 35° to the tensile stress, and zig ... zags across the
specimen 0

The overall effect however, on a macroscopic scale

is that the crack propagates at right angles to the maximum
tensile stress, L,e .. , at -right angles to the ·specimen axis.,
this type of crack propagation bears a close ·resemblance to
that designated Stage II by Forsythfl 9 ) Metallographic
studies of air fatigue cracks in the present work have
indi~ated that these cracks initiate at 45° to the tensile
stress which confirms Forsyth 8 s Stage I crackingo

This

Stage I cracking occupies only a very small portion of the
total fatigue fracture ·surfaces of the specimenso
The tensile mode crack spreads transversely across the
specimen surface at the same time as it propagates into the
specimen interior ..

The length of the tensile mode crack is

very dependent an the stress level, being of sh0rt duration
at high stress levels but occupying an appreciable portion
of the total fatigue life at low stress levels (around

14 tons/ sq O in .. )<>

Broek and Schijve ( l l Z) in their work state

tp.at up to 90% of the total fatigue life can be taken up in
1:he tensile mode of crack propagationo

Once,·the ,transition

to the shear mode of crack propagation has occurred very
rapid crack propagation rates are observed and it seems
that transition to the shear mode of failure heralds the end

at the specimen°.§ fatigue lifeo
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Work by Finney(ll 4 ) on DTD 683/3 aluminium alloy,
describes similar fractures in air to those described aboveo
In his work he measured the depth of tensile mode cracking
at various stress levels and found that the depth of crack
increased with decreased nominal stress levelo

However,

the transition to the shear mode cracking was most abrupt,
unlike in the present work where gradual curving of the
crack front was noted (Figures 7/4 and 7/S)o

As in the

present investigation, two shear mode cracks developed at
the end of the tensile mode in Finney 8 s work but only one
propagated to failureo

The tensile mode cracking in

Finney 0 s work gave a chord fracture front unlike in the
work with 2024 alloy where the fracture front followed the
curvature of the specimen surface and was convexo
At the end of the tensile mode crack growth stage, the
crack changes direction and propagates on a plane inclined
at 35° to the specimen axis, ~.,,eo, near the plane of maximum
shear stresso

This shear mode of crack propagation would

appear to 'be one of rapid crack movement and it would seem that
it represents a relatively small part of the total fatigue
lifee

This shear mode system is an extension of the tensile

mode in that the last tensile mode burst often continues to
propagate along the 35° plane instead of reversing directiono
This indicates that the stress level at the crack tip is
sufficient to overcome the barriers which would normally stop

crack growtho

There are two possible explanations for the

case where two shear mode cracks are formed at the end of
the tensile stageo

One is that the crack reverses direction

from one 35° plane to the other just at the time when the
stress level at the crack tip is sufficient for shear mode
crack propagation to occur on either plane, with the
resultant formation of two shear mode crackso

The one that

becomes dominant probably would have the path of easiest
crack propagationo

The other explanation is that at the end

of the tensile mode the last burst at 35° continues under the
action of the applied stress but there is sufficient time for
a second shear mode crack to be initiated and to propagate as
wello

The more dominant crack would be that which has the

easiest path of crack propagation.

This latter explanation

infers that the lower the stress level the greater the
likelihood of a second shear mode crack being formed and in
fact where secondary shear mode cracking has been observed
it has been in the lower stress level testso
At high· stress levels the tensile mode is of short
durat i.on becaus'e the ·stress conc_entrat ion at the crack tip
reaches the v~lue required :for ·shear mode propagation very
rapidlyo

At lower stress levels the opposite holds and the

tensile mode operates for a .longer period before sufficient

$tress concentration is achiev~do

At very low stress levels

it would be probable that the tensile mode would operate for
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practically the entire life

of

the specimen~

This has not

been observed in the present study but could hold for tests
8
conducted for large numbers of cycles (in excess of 10 )

e

A corollary of the above is that should a sufficient stress
concentrator exist prior to the fatigue test in air then the
tensile mode would be eliminated and the shear mode only
operate ..

This could be expected to produce in air, the same

type of fracture as shown in high stress level corrosion
fatigue tests,.
Finney does not accept that stress concentration
effects alone explain the transition from tensile to shear
mode crackinge

In a mathematical analysis(ll 4 ) of the stress

level at the crack front in a rotating beam fatigue test
specimen he shows that the nominal tensile stress decreases
in the early stages of cracking rather than increases, but
then rapidly increases as the crack propagates deeper into
the specimene

In his analysis he appears to neglect any

stress concentration effect of the actual crack and thus the
present writer feels that the mathematical analysis does not
present the full pictureo

In view of the very marked

correlation between stress level and depth of tensile mode
crack the writer favours the theory that once a critical
stress level at the crack front is reached then shear mode
cracking becomes operativeo

Further evidence to support

this stress concentration theory comes from both Finney 0 s
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own work on notched specimens in air and the present
investigation of notched specimens in airo

In Finney 0 s work

in particular~ pure shear mode fractures were produced fn air
in notched specimens indicating that if a sufficiently high
stress level is achieved at the root of the notch then
tensile mode cracking is eliminated and only shear mode crack
propagation takes placeo

This would result in very short

fatigue lives0
Liu(llS) in discussing the fatigue crack mode transition
from a 90° to a 45° orientation with the tensile direction in
sheet material proposed that this may be explained as a
transition from plane strain to plane stress plasticity
conditionso

This proposal is based on his continuum mechanics

approach to the problem of fatigue crack propagation (see
References 10 and 11)e

Plane stress conditions may be

expected to initiate when the plastic region at the crack tip
becomes sufficiently large so that 45° shearing is kinematically
possible$

The size of the plastic region at the crack tip will

depend on the stress level at the crack tip, the higher the
stress the larger the plastic region.,

While his results are

worked out for sheet material 9 the ideas proposed are also
applicable to round specimens although in this case the
transition is to 35° orientation not 45°®
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When the corrosion fatigue cracks are considered it
appears that an entirely different system of crack propagation
Typically the fracture initiates at a point and

is operativee

propagates across the specimen at an angle of 35° to the
tensile stress, with the resulting fracture surface forming
part of the surface of a cone of included angle of

70°, as

shown in Figure

7/11, the apex of the cone being at the point

of initiationo

This valley fracture was observed in all the

test work and with all the corrodents used,,

Multiple cracking

was a feature of the corrosion fatigue failures and two basic
forms of multiple cracking were observed, one where two
cracks initiated in the same area but propagated in opposite
directions (Figures

7/10 and Y/13), and the other where

several cracks were initiated apparently simultaneously around
the circumference of the specimen (Figure

7/10) and all

propagated until failure of the specimen occurrede
The metallographic studies showed that the tensile mode
of crack propagation was absent in the corrosion fatigue
fractures and that only the shear mode at 35° to the tensile
stress was operativeo

Sections taken at right angles to the

tensile stress confirmed that the fracture surface formed part-.
of a cone (Figures 7/14 and 7/15) and also that crack
propagation was faster at the surface of the specimen than in
the centreo

The crack front formed a Vee with the apex

pointing back to the point of initiationQ
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The classical theory of corrosion fatigue as put forward
by Evans( 56 ) divides the process into two distinct stagese
In the first stage electro=-chemical corrosion attack takes
place assisted by the applied stress.,

This attack produces

narrow pits extending down into the metalo

Normal fatigue

cracks are then initiated at the bottoms of some of these pits
and one of these cracks then propagates to failur-ee

Thus the

only action of the corrodent is in producing the pits which
act as notches or stress con6entrators, it plays no part in
the propagation of the fatigue crack which forms at the bottom
of the notch).

•

Most of the research workers using wet corrosive media
for corrosion fatigue work have noted the presence of pits or
crevices on the specimen surface and also that the fatigue
cracks are associated with these pitso

In the present work

careful note was taken as to whether pitting attack had in
fact occurred and if so whether the fatigue cracks were
associated with these pits0

Corrosive attack in the form of

ex=foliation corrosion did in fact take place in the long
term tests (in excess of 10

7

cycles) and the fatigue cracks

appeared to be associated with this attacko

However, at

corrosion fatigue lives less than 10 7 cycles very little, ·if
any, pitting attack occurred but specimen lives were as short
as 4 x 10

4

cycles, ieeo, about 14 minuteso

Even at stresses

as low as 10 tons/sq.,ine the corrosion fatigue lives were as

short as 9 x 105 cycles, ioeo, about 5 hourse

With such short

periods in the corrodent it is difficult to see that sufficient
time is possible for the pitting attack to occur followed by
the normal initiation and propagation of a fatigue cracke
In his research on corrosion fatigue at Cambridge
University, Evans showed that anodic protection could prevent
the corrosion fatigue of steel and on the basis of his
expertmental results he advanced his electro-chemical theory
of corrosion fatigueo

Various workers since have shown that

anodic protection of other metals and alloys can indeed
prevent corrosion fatigue and in the main these workers have
accepted Evans 0 explanation of corrosion fatigueo

The recent

Russian work(SS) has however thrown doubt on the interpretation
of the results of potentiostatic measurements such as those
carried out by Evans and otherse

The work of Kitagawa< 59 )

showing that the corrodent has a significant effect on the
crack propagation rate and that of Cornet and Behrsing( 6 0)
which produces evidence of the presence of persistent slip
bands in both air and corrosion fatigue casts further doubts
on the validity of the Evans two stage process of corrosion
fatigueo

Gough and Sopwith in work c.m aluminium bi=crystals(SO)

have reported that cracking occurred at slip bands where
preferential corrosion had taken placeo

They noted the

occurrence of pitting but this apparently had nothing to do
with the fatigue crackingo

Stubbington and Forsyth( 61

=

62 )
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from the results of their work on corrosion fatigue also
appear to disagree with the electro-chemical mechanism of
corrosion fatigue~
Much recent research work has shown that tests in vacuum
and various gaseous environments can also affect the fatigue

life of metals and alloyso

In this work however, the same

mechanisms of crack initiation and propagation operate in
both gaseous environments and vacuum and the main effect of
the environment is on crack propagation not crack initiationa
While many workers admit: that air fatigue is a mild form of
corrosion fatigue there is the tendency to treat fatigue
tests under wet corrosive media and those in air as two
separate and distinct phenomena0

The present writer 0 s view

is that corrosion fatigue is but one extreme case of metal
fatigue

and that fatigue tests under vacuum represent the

other extreme~

The same mechanisms of crack initiation and

crack propagation will operate in both cases~
It is felt that any theory of corrosion fatigue must take
into account the results of modern research covering the
general problem of metal fatigue~

A great deal of attention

has been paid over recent years to the problem of the
initiation of fatigue cracks,

These researches have shown

that persistent slip bands are formed in certain grains within
the metal under test and that these persistent slip bands
develop into fatigue cracksc

These persistent slip bands or
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micro-cracks have been observed to form in the very early
stages of the fatigue life and reported figures range between

2% and 0.,5% of the total air fatigue life..

Various other

phenomena such as extrusions and intrusions, cavities, holes
in slip bands, etco, have also been reported at early stages
of the fatigue life of a specimena

All the available evidence

indicates that the bulk of the fatigue life is taken up by
crack propagation, often in the Stage I mode of cracking"
The continuum mechanics approach to the problem of fatigue
crack p:r:opagation ignores the question of crack initiation and
concentrates on producing formulae which can predict the crack
propagation rates in metals undergoing fatigue loading"

These

formulae relate crack propagation rates to crack length, area
of plastic working at the crack tip and the applied stresse
The more. recent formulae ut i 1 ise the idea of the stress

intensity factor,,

These cont::inuum mechanics formulae are

~

generally of the form of either

= Constant x (

crft ) 4

where&" is the applied stress and! is the crack length;
or

~~

= Constant x f((i') x f(pL

where f(O-) is a function

of the applied stress and f(p) is a function of the plastic
zone size (p) at the crack tip~
cause shorter fatigue lives

4cln

Thus it can be seen that to
must be increased and this

could be'possible by increasing the effective length of the
crack for the same function of stress levelo
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Taking the above factors into account together with the
results from the present investigation, the writer considers
that corrosion fatigue is simply an accelerated fatigue failure
due to the effect of the corrodent on crack propagation rateso
It is felt that the crack initiation is relatively little
affected by the corrodente

As the bulk of the fatigue life

is taken up in crack propagation this is the stage where any
accelerating effect will be most noticeableo

If, as

experimental evidence suggests, persistent slip bands and
micro=cracks are present after as little as Oe5% of the air
fatigue life then similar persistent slip bands will have time
to form in corrosion fatigue tests and these offer sites for
corrosive attack which would accelerate the crack propagation
ratesa
To test the validity of the above proposition, studies of
corrosion fatigue crack initiation and propagation were
undertakene

The studies of crack initiation took two forms,

one using highly polished specimens to check on the influence
of corrosion pitting on crack initiation and the other using
two stage dry-wet tests to check on the influence of dry
fatigue on corrosion fatigue crack initiatione

Crack

propagation was studied by-the two stage wet=dry tests and
the effect of the corrodent on crack propagation rates
determined by this meanso
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In the tests on the highly polished specimens, no
evidence of pitting attack was found although corrosion
fatigue cracks were initiatedo

As shown in Figures 7/7

=

7/9

and 7/16 = 7/17, the initiation q_reas of the corrosion fatigue
cracks showed a marked similarity to the initiation areas of
the cracks in air on similarly p@lished specimens.,

No

evidence for the formation of persistent slip bands was found
in these tests but the studies did show that the corrosion
fatigue cracks were not initiated from corrosion pitting and
in fact very little evidence of corrosion attack was notedo
More direct evidence for the mechanism of the initiation
of corrosion fatigue cracks came from the two stage dry-wet
testso

If as postulated above, the same mechanism of fatigue

crack initiation, i,,e.,, pers.istent slip band formation and
micro=cracking, occurs under all environments whether vacuum,
gaseous or wet corrosive, then by running the specimen in air
for say an estimated-1% of its air fatigue life and then
testing under corrosive conditions a reduced corrosion fatigue
life should resulta

By running the specimen in air first the

initiation stage should be completed and thus only the crack
propagation stage will occur in the corrodento

If the main

effect of the corrodent is on crack propagation then a
greatly reduced corrosion fatigue stage should resulto

The

results of the two stage dry=wet tests are given in
Table 4/IV and it can be seen that running in air prior to

the corrosion fatigue stage does in fact result in a reduced
corrosion fatigue stageo

Thus at 13o3 tons/sqoino running in

air for 2% of the air fatigue life reduces the corrosion
5
4
fatigue life from 2 x 10 cycles to 6 x 10 cycleso

Similar

effects were found at other stress levels and the longer the
stage in air the shorter the corrosion fatigue stageo
In view therefore of the work reported by other research
workers~notably Gough and Sopwith, and Cornet and Behrsing,
that persistent slip bands have been observed in corrosion
fatigue and the results discussed above, it is considered
that the evidence points to the same crack initiation
processes operating for fatigue loading under vacuum, gaseous
environments and wet corrosive mediao

It must be mentioned

that the results of the dry=wet tests in the present
investigation are at variance with the results of similar
tests on steel wires reported by Whitwham and Evans~S?)
From studies of crack propagation using the two stage
wet=dry tests it was found that the corrodent had a marked
effect on crack propagation up to about 40% of the total
corrosion fatigue lifeo

Thus if a test was run in the

corrodent for times less than about 40% of the total corrosion
fatigue life and then tested to destruction in air, crack
propagation rates were slower in air than in the corrodent
and longer overall lives (corrosion plus air) resulted 0

If

the wet stage was over 40% of the corrosion fatigue life then,. ,;6 i:.:,

crack propagation rates in air were found to beuthe same as if
the corrodent had been presento

These trends are shown in

Table 4/III and if the results at 10035 tons/sq.,ine are studied
it can be seen that for a wet stage of 22% of the total
corrosion fatigue life the residual life in air is lo5 x 10

6

cycles, while for a wet stage of 33% the residual life in air
is 5 x 10

5

5
cycles gi~ing an overall life of 8 x 10 cycles

which is very similar to the normal corrosion fatigue life
of 9 x 10

5

cycleso

similar trendse

The results at other stress levels show

This test series confirms the results of

- reporte d tha t a f ter a certain
.
Kitagawa (59) who
percentage o f
o

the total corrosion fatigue life the overall life of corrosion
fatigue stage plus air stage is constant ..

If, as the evidence of the wet=dry tests suggests, the
corrodent has a marked effect on the crack propagation rate
then two features should be observed 0

Firstly, the shorter

the time in the corrosion fatigue stage the longer the stage
in air, with very short times in the corrodent having
virtually no effect on the air stagea

Secondly, as a

corollary to the former statement, the longer the time in
the corrosion fatigue stage the shorter the test in air

0

The fact that these features are shown in the results of the
wet=dry tests as given in Table 4/III confirms that the
corrodent is playing a major part in the crack propagation
stageo
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The concept that corrosion fatigue failures occur by the
same mechanisms as normal air and vacuum fatigue failures,
namely by cyclic slip with the corrodent merely facilitating
the crack propagation stage, can be used to explain the
results of the corrosion fatigue test work in the present
investigationo
When considering the initiation of fatigue cracks it is
felt that the work of Wood et al(ZZ) provides the most
detailed descriptions of the phenomena that occuro

Thus the

corrosion fatigue curves obtained in the work using
superphosphate corrodent can be divided into the H, F, and S
ranges suggested by Woodo
H range (lives up to 10

5

As discussed in Chapter 2, in the
cycles) pores are formed after

l/200th of the specimen life and these pore develop into
fatigue cracks, while in the F range (lo

5

= 10

8

cycles)

persistent slip bands form after about 1/lOOOth of the
specimen life and these slip bands develop into fissures and
thus into fatigue crackso

The H range of the corrosion

fatigue curves qover stress levels above 16 tons/sqoino while
the remainder of the curve down to 4e4 tons/sqein 0 comes
within the F rangee

Table 8/I gives the number of cycles for

both air and corrosion fatigue that would be necessary for
crack initiation to occur according to the figures suggested
aboveo

One problem which does arise is the question of

whether the crack initiation time is the same in both air and

corrosion fatigue as it can be seen from Table 8/I that at
high stress levels the time for crack initiation in corrosion
fatigue is extremely shorto
TABLE 8/I~
§1;:£e1? s
Level
TonsLsg.,ino

Cycles for Crack Initiation (After Wood)

Range in
S~N
Curve.,

Corrosion
Cycles for Crack Initiation Fatigue
C .F o
&£.,
~o
2
1
6 X 1o
2 X 10
4 X 104

19o2

H

16(125

H

5

130•',j,

F

807

l 0o 35

F

1o5,'(

7.4

F

1o5''(

4.4

F

10

*

3
1o

X

X 1

5,'(

o3

1o2
2 x 1o2
2
9 X 1o
5

X

1

X

1o5

2

X

1o5

9

X

2.,3

X

103

2.,3

X

105
106

4

X

104

40

X

10 6

At these stress levels in air persistent
slip bands form early in ~hP RpPcim~n lifeo
1

From Table 8/I it can be seen that even if the crack
initiation in corros{on fatigue occupied the same time as in
air at a given stress level, the number of cycles for crack
initiation are still less than the overall corrosion fatigue
life at that stress level.

For stress levels below

13 tons/sqoin6 in air the S-N curve comes within Wood 6 s

S

range but even in this range persistent slip bands were
observed to form early in the fatigue life and formation
continued up to about 10 7 cycles
From the figures given in
0

Table ·s/I it is suggested that crack initiation in air and

corrosion fatigue occupy about the same length of time and
that the remainder of the corrosion fatigue life, as in air,
is spent in crack propagation with the corrodent causing
greatly accelerated crack propagationa
The corrodent will act to assist crack propagation as
soon as a micro=crack is formed, that is it will accelerate
the onset of Stage I crackingo

With the corrodent assisting

in crack propagation in the corrosion fatigue tests it thus
seems likely that these failures are due to a form of
continued Stage I cracking and that Stage II cracking does
not in fact occur under highly corrosive conditionso

This is

borne out by the fractographic studies which showed the
absence of the tensile mode of crack propagationa
Other research workers have reported that pits

or

crevices are formed in corrosion fatigue and that the fatigue
failures initiate from them.,

It is suggested that these pits

or crevices could simply be the fissures or pores which form
in the early stages of fatigue and that they have been
enlarged by corrosion attack during the testo

That is to say

the pits are a side effect of the corrosion fatigue process
and are in fact formed concurrently with or after the
initiation of the actual fatigue cracks and in fac-t have
nothing to do with the initiation of the crackso

Gough and

Sopwith, in their work on aluminium bicrystals reported that
although pits were present these apparently had nothing to
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do with the initiation of the actual fatigue cracko

Ham notes

0

that intrusions up to 1000 A deep are formed in a very few
cycles in airo

These intrusions would form sites for

corrosive attack producing the pits observed in corrosion
fatigue testing.,
Alternatively, the corrodent could attack the persistent
slip bands which are formed in the early stages of fatigue
cracking thus enlarging the fissures which are formed in
these bands as a result of fatigue damage.,

This form of

attack would assist in the formation of micro=cracks and thus
could possibly accelerate the initial stages of crack growth.,
This form of attack is probable in the longer corrosioh
fatigue tests with specimens lives greater than 10 7 cycles
and would explain why specimens which give lives in excess of
10

8 cycles in air fail rapidly in corrosion fatigue~

Irt both

the cases outlined above cyclic slip forming persistent slip
bands and other fatigue damage is the prime cause of the initiation of the corrosion fatigue crack0
Questions to be answered for the initiation of corrosion
fatigue cracks are the two types of multiple cracking observed
and why multiple cracking should occur more readily at low
stress levelso

The most common type of multiple cracking

observed was that where several cracks initiated around the
circumference of the rotating beam and reverse bend fatigue
test specimenso

The probable explanation for this type of
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cracking is that at the lower stress levels more potential
fatigue crack initiation areas are formed, ioeo, at lower stress levels, with larger numbers of cycles prior to crack
initiation there is a greater chance of fatigue damage in the
form of persistent slip band formation at a number of sites
around the specimen circumferencea

This is especially so in

the case of rotating beam tests ·where each point on the
circumference undergoes one complete stress cycle e·ach tfme
the specimen completes one revolutiono

It is less likely in

the reverse bend tests ·where only two areas of the specimen
undergo the maximum stressing each stress cycle and is even
less likely in direct stress tests where damage is likely
to continue in the slip system which first becomes·operative.,
Thus it could be expected that multiple cracking would be
the normal form of cracking in low stress level rotating
b~am and reverse bend tests but not as likely in direct .stress
tests,.

This trend was in fact observed in the present

investigation a
When dealing with the question of two cracks initiating
in the same general area but propagating in opposite
directions the problem is more difficulto

This type of

cracking was found to occur mainly in the stress range
13=16 tons/sqoinoe A possible explanation for this is that
there are two possible shear planes on which Stage I cracks
can formo

At high stress levels it is possible that both
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could become active and crack propagation could be assisted on
both planes by the corrodento

It was usual in this form of

multiple cracking to find that one crack was dominant and
propagated to failure indicating that the less dominant crack
either initiated some time after the first or that crack
propagation conditions were more favourable for the dominant
cracko
Once the fatigue crack has been initiated the corrodent
facilitates crack propagation in the shear modeo

When the

crack is halted at the first barrier and would normally
reverse direction, the corrodent will act to remove this
barrier or to weaken it and thus enable the crack to continue
on the original planes

As the crack becomes deeper the stress

concentration effect will increase and thus the actual stress
level at the crack tip will ultimately reach the level where
shear mode propagation is possible without the action of the
corrodent to remove barriers being required.,

This would

represent the end of the tensile mode in air fatigue tests 0
The fact that the effect of the corrodent on crack propaga~ion
is most marked up to about 40% (;'}f the total corrosion fatigue
life can be explained in terms of the stress concentration
effect suggested aboveo

Thus below 40% of the corrosion

fatigue life the stress level at the crack tip is not
sufficient for crack propagation in the shear mode to
continue unaided and it would be expected that the tensi4e
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mode of cracking would become operative should the specimen
be removed from the corrodenta

This was borne out by the

results of the two stage wet=dry tests as discussed in
Section

7o4 of Chapter 7o

Above

40% of the corrosion fatigue

life crack propagation continued in the shear mode regardless
of whether the corrodent was present or noto
If, as seems most probable, the shear mode cracking in
corrosion fatigue is a continuation of Stage I cracking then
the marked reduction in fatigue life is understandableo
Various workers have reported that Stage I cracking represents
a large portion of the overall fatigue life, especially at low
strain amplitudes, reported figures being as high as

90%e

If

this stage is accelerated by the effects of a corrodent then
reduced fatigue lives can be expectedo

One problem is the-

mode of failure under corrosive conditionso

As there are only

two modes of failure possible in metals, shear and cleavage,
one of these modes must operate in corrosion accelerated.
fatigueo

McEvily and Boettner(l 3 ) suggest that Stage I

cracking is a continuation of the cyclic shearing responsible
for crack initiationa

Thus if the fracture under corrosive

conditions is due to a continuation of Stage I cracking it
could be expected to be due to shear failure along planes
close to the maximum shear planeo

This was in fact the

observed direction of failure in the present investigation.,
Cleavage failure is most unlikely in

fee

aluminium alloys

although Forsyth does suggest that it occurs under corrosive
conditionso

What is more likely is that the corrosive

attack reduces the amount of plastic work necessary for
shear failure to occur thus giving the apparent cleavage
described by Forsyth$

The river pattern of striations noted

both under corrosive conditions and in the final shear mode·
failure in air is probably due to the very rapid crack
propagation rates that occur under these conditionso
a

bee

When

metal or alloy is tested under corrosive conditions

some cleavage ·may take place as these metals will fail by
cleavage under the appropriate conditionso
It has been noted that the corrosion fatigue crack moves
along the specimen surface faster than it pro~agates
in the
I
interior bf ~he specimeno

This would be expected in that

the corrodent will be able to continue attack on the
portions of the crack near the specimen surface more readily
than those in the specimen interior due to easier access to
the specimen surfaceo

Near the end of the fatigue life of

the specimen, when the corrodent has no marked effect on
crack growth rate it would be expected that the Vee shape of
the crack front would tend to change, with the centre of the
crack catching up with the outer edges and such a tendency
has been observed from the fractographic studieso
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The fact that the crack moves faster along the specimen
circumference than in the interior, and that the crack
actually moves into the specimen interior from the specimen
surface explains the form of the valley fracture observed in
the corrosion fatigue test worke

It is suspected that the

use of a round specimen facilitates the formation of a valley
fracture and it is highly probable that in square or flat
specimens the fracture surface would tend to be more planar
and would form on

a

plane at an angle of between 35° and 45°

to the tensile stresso

This point would however require to

be checked by actual test worko
One problem to be solved is exactly how does the corrodent
assist in crack propagation0

From studies of fatigue tests

in gaseous environments it has been postulated that a process
of corrosive attack~ probably by water vapour or water vapour
and oxygen acting together, at the crack tip weakens the metal
bonds there and thus accelerates the crack propagation rateso
With wet corrosive media a similar hypothesis seems likely
and possibly something similar to the mechanism proposed for
stress corrosive cracking in metals occurso

In the stress

corrosion mechanism as outlined by Cottrell in his book "An
Introduction to Metallurgyu(ll 6 ) it is postulated that anodic
dissolution of plastically deformed metal at the crack tip is
responsible for crack propagation under the applied static
stressa

It is suggested that the yield stress is locally

exceeded in the region ahead of the crack tip"'

The metal there

deforms plastically slightly opening the crack and a highly
anodic metal surface where dissolution can occur readily at
dislocations, is thereby exposed at the tipa

Most of the

anodic reaction, which balances the cathodic conversion

or

oxygen and hydrogen to hydroxyl ions on the outer surface,
then occurs at the tip, the weakly anodic sides of the crack
remaining fairly inactivea

Concentration polarization in the

solution at the tip, which would oppose this effect, might be
overcome by the gradual opening of the crack due to the
plastic yielding at the crack tip so that fresh liquid is
continually sucked ino
In corrosion fatigue a very similar effect probably
occurso

At the crack tip during each cycle the metal is

plastically deformed and a plastic region developso

This

region would become anodic to the metal surface as suggested
above allowing dissolution at the dislocations in the plastic
region and thus increasing the effective length of the crack
per cycleo

A certain amount of crack sharpening could also

result from this corrosive attacko

The corrosive attack would

also weaken the metal bonds in the plastic region allowing
easy crack propagation in the next tension cycle and
furthermore allowing crack propagation to continue on the
same plane instead of reversing direction on to another plane
as occurs in the tensile mode of crack propagationo

During

each fatigue cycle the specimen undergoes a tensile cycle
which would open the crack allowing fresh corrodent to enter
the crack and in the following compression cycle corrosive
attack could continuea

This explanation covers the case of

a liquid corrodent such as 3% NaCl or a slurry of
superphosphate in watere

In the case of a paste of

superphosphate the moisture in the paste would be able to
diffuse into the crack and thus provide a corrodent at the
crack rooto

Once the crack becomes deeper and its opening

wider, particles of the superphosphate can enter the crack
and thus also assist in the corrosive attacko

This would

infer that the paste of superphosphate should not cause as
great an acceleration in crack propagation rates as the
slurry of superphosphate2) especially at the higher stres~s
levels where there would be less time for diffusion of·the
moisture to the crack tipe

Such a trend was observed as

can be seen from a study of the data given in Appendix Ae
There is no evidence available to indicate which one of
the several chemicals present in the superphosphate is the
actual corrodento

However, the marked similarity between

tests made with aerial superphosphate in the form of a
slurry; as used in the chamber technique; in the form of a
paste with water and water alone would tend to indicate that
the water itself could be the main corrodent and that the
superphosphate is simply the medium by which it comes into

contact with the specimeno

Any moisture in the superphosphate

will probably pick up the free phosphoric acid and some of the
soluble phosphate compounds and this combination could act as
the corrodente
Any theory of corrosion fatigue must be able to explain
the effects of anodic protection in preventing corrosion
fatigueo

In view of the above discussion the explanation of

this is quite simpleo

It has been shown that the major effect

of the corrodent is in accelerating crack propagation rateso
Any factor which can prevent this will therefore prevent an
accelerated fatigue failureo

Thus when anodic coatings are

applied to the metal these will corrode preferentially to the
crack tip and will thus prevent the corrosive attack at the
crack tipa

By preventing this attack at the crack tip, the

fatigue life in the corrodent is prolonged.,

Any coating ·

which will exclude the corrodent from the metal surface and
which remains intact after a fatigue crack has formed will
similarly prevent corrosive attack at the crack tip and will
prolong the fatigue life in the corrodente

Thus a coating

which is impervious to wate:t:' vapour' will improve the air

fatigue life of a specimene

In the present investigation the painted coating was
only partially successful in preventing corrosive attack at
the crack root and thus it must have been pe:t'meable to the
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moisture in the superphosphatee

However, for all practical

purposes it does at least alleviate the problem of
superphosphate attack on the 2024 aluminium alloyo
Since the corrodent has little effect on the initiation
of corrosion fatigue failures the reason why over-ageing of
the 2024 aluminium alloy failed to produce accelerated
corrosion fatigue failures is simpleo

Although the alloy was

in a condition that was highly susceptible to corrosive
attack the fatigue cracks would actually be initiated before
the corrosive attack had time to form sufficiently deep pits
to initiate fatigue crackse

Once the crack had initiated

then the normal corrosion accelerated crack propagation would
occur and thus very similar lives would be found in the
over=aged and naturally=aged specimensc

Panseri et a1<

65

)

reported that in their work on aluminium=magnesium alloys heat
treatment, including over=ageing, also had no significant
effect on the corrosion fatigue livese
Several research workers, notably McAdam, and Panseri
have reported that test frequency affects the corrosion
fatigue life, the higher the test frequency the longer the
corro(8ion fatigue life..

The explanation for this feature is

probably that with increased test frequency while more fatigue
damage occurs there is actually less time for the corrodent to
enter the crack and for corrosive attack to take place at the

crack tip

0

Thus the corrosive attack is stifled by the speed

of cycling and this results in slower crack propagation rates
with a subsequent increase in corrosion fatigue lifeo
8e2

Notched Specimenso
With the notched specimens, the S=N curves obtained

showed similar trends to those for un=notched specimenso For
the rotating beam tests both the air and corros h·m S-N curves
have the shape of the idealised S=N curve suggested by Woodo
One feature of these curves is that at the lower stress
levels the curves are convergingo

One possible explanation

for this is the difficulty of retaining the corrodeht in the
notch of the rotating beam specimens ..

Because of this it is

highly probable that the results of the fatigue tests in
superphosphate do not give the true fatigue lives under
highly corrosive conditionse

This is confirmed by the tests

at 9o2 tons/sq .. ine where two groups of results were obtainedo
One group of specimens had very short fatigue lives and pure
shear mode fractures were obtainedo

In the other group,

where longer lives were obtained, the fatigue test results
lie on the S~N curve but the fractures tended to be in the
tensile modee
In the direct stress tests there were no problems in
keeping the corrodent in contact with the root of the notch
and thus the results of the corrosive tests give a more
accurate picture than is the case with the rotating beam

testso

As only the higher stress levels could be investigated

it is not certain whether the S=N curves would have similar
shapes to those for the rotating beam tests but it is highly
probable that at the lower stress levels the curves would
tend to become asymptotic to the axis&

In the direct stress

tests pure shear mode fractures were obtained under corrosive
conditions at all stress levelse

Figure 5/4 shows clearly

the difference between the direct stress tests made in air
and superphosphate and the reduction in fatigue life that
occurs due to the corrodente

Both the fatigue curves have

similar slopes and there is no tendency for the convergence
that is apparent in the rotating beam testse
When the fractography of the notched specimens is
considered it is found that the same modes of crack propagation
operate here as in the un=notched specimenso

Thus in air for

both rotating beam and direct stress tests the crack initiates
in the tensile mode and then transition to the shear mode takes
place once the stress level at the crack root reaches a
sufficiently high levelo

One difference between the notched

and un=notched tests is that with the former the fatigue crack
initiates around the whole circumference and propagates
inwards around the whole circumferencee
features result from thiso

Two fractographic

At low stress levels it is

possible to obtain fractures which are at right angles to the
tensile stress, ioeo, the shear mode is absent a

This is due
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to the crack propagating into the specimen interior in the
tensile mode to such a depth that failure of the specimen
occurs before transition to the shear mode takes placee With
crack propagation taking place around the whole specimen
circumference it means that there is considerable overall
reduction in cross sectional area at a stage at which the
stress level at the crack tip is less than that necessary to
cause transition to the shear mode.,

This reduction in area

is such that the remaining area cannot withstand the stresses
imposed on it and final fracture results.,
The other feature observed from the continuous cracking
around the -specimen circumference is the -occurrence of cone
shaped shear mode fracture .surfaces.,

This is due to shear

mode cracking being possible at all points around the reduced
specimen diameter, and as each portion of the shear mode
fracture surface lies on a 35° plane the resulting fracture
surface forms a cone of included angle of

70°9

In the discussion of the un-notched specimens it was
postulated that if a sufficient stress level could be achieved
at the root of a stress concentrator, ioe.,, the notch, then
pure shear mode cracking should be possible in airo

There

was a trend towards this in the present investigation for the
rotating beam tests and a marked trend towards this in the
direct stress testso

A puzzling feature here is that test

frequency has a marked effect on whether a pure shear mode
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failure is achieved in air or not and it also has a marked
effect on the degree of shear mode cracking in all air tests.,
Thus in this research the direct stress tests were made at a
frequency of around 10,500 Copemo while the rotating beam
tests were made at a frequency of 3000 Cepeme

It was found

that only the highest stress levels in the rotating beam tests
showed the trend to the shear mode cone ,shaped.fracture
(Figure 7 /18) while this feature occurred at all stress levels
used in the direct stress tests (Figure 2/23)

e

In the work of Finney(llJ) a similar frequency effect was
observed for rotating beam tests and he did in fact obtain
pure shear mode fractures at 12,000 Cc,pome identical to those
obtained with notched rotating beam specimens in superphosphate
(Figure 7/20), in the present investigatione
It is difficult to see why test frequency should have
such a marked effect on the transition to shear mode crack
propagation in air and why increasing the test frequency
should assist in the production of a pure shear mode crack in
airo

A possible explanation is that the higher test frequency,

by increasing the speed of application of stress, is
assisting the dislocations to break through the barriers which
would normally halt their progress ..

Thus at high stress

levels crack propagation is able to continue in the Stage I
mode at high frequencies, beyond the stage where it would
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normally change to Stage II or tensile mode crack propagatione
After a relatively short time in this Stage I cracking the
stress level at the crack tip would reach the level where
shear mode cracking can continue unaided thus producing the
cone shaped fractures observed in air by Finneyo
For tests made in an environment of superphosphate with
the notched specimens two types of fracture were observedo
In the rotating beam tests a group of specimens tested at

9o2 tons/sqoin. gave pure shear mode fractures (Figure 7/20)
but another group at the same stress level gave tensile mode
failures similar to those found in air at the same stress
levelo

Tensile mode failures similar to those in air -were

observed at all other stress levelsa

It is felt that the

first group of specimens, with the pure shear mode cracking,
represent the true picture of notched specimens under
corrosive conditionso

With the direct stress tests all

specimens that failed gave pure shear mode fractures, no
tensile mode cracking being observed in any of these testsa
The fact that the fracture surfaces formed the surface of a
cone is due to initiation and propagation of shear mode
cracking around the entire specimen circumference and as
each section of the crack propagates on a 35° plane the
resulting fracture surface lies on a cone of included angle
of

70°0

In view of the marked effect of cycle frequency on the
fracture modes in notched specimens in air the ·question must
be raised as to why the cycle frequency should have the
opposite effect in un-notched specimens in a corrosive
environmento

With un=notched specimens it will be recalled

that increasing the cycle frequency improved the fatigue
life in

a corrosive environmenta

It would be thought that

the increased speed of stress application would increase
crack propagation rates and thus balance the decrease in
crack propagation due to stifling of the corrosive attacko
However it would appear that the accelerating effect of the
corrosive attack at the crack tip is much greater than the
accelerating effect on crack propagation rates due to the
increase in cycle frequency and thus when the corrosive
attack is stifled the actual crack propagation rate is.in
fact lowered giving a longer life for the un=notched

specimeno
In Section Sol it has been shown that the main effect
of the corrodent is to assist crack propagationo

This poses

a problem with notched specimens in that the corrodent must
remain in contact with the notch root in order for it to be
able to reach the crack tipo

In the un=notched specimens

the corrodent is in contact with a considerable area of the
specimen surface and thus the corrodent has ready access to
the crack opening and hence to the crack tipa

With the
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notched specimens however, the crack is entirely in the
specimen interior and the only access for the corrodent is
via the root of the notcha

This limited access for the

corrodent will result in slower crack propagation rates and
this is reflected in the fact that the reduction in fatigue
life due to superphosphate is not as great in the notched
specimens as in the un-notched specimens,,

The fact that the

corrodent must remain in the root of the notch to have access
to the crack root explains the convergence noted in the
rotating beam fatigue curvese

With these tests there was a

tendency for the corrodent to be flung out of the notch and
thus corrodent could not reach the crack roote

This means

that at low stress levels especially, where longer fatigue
lives were usual,corrosive attack would be limited resulting
in lives that would approach those found in aire

With the

direct stress tests this problem did not occur and thus there
is no convergence of the fatigue curvese

8e3

The Practical Implications of the Re~qho
This investigation into the effects of superphosphate

fertilizers on the fatigue properties of 2024 aluminium alloy
arose out of a concern as to whether superphosphate would
affect the fatigue lives of aircraft engaged in top dressing
worko

It is thus of interest to see what practical

implications the results of the investigation have in terms
of the fatigue lives of actual aircraft~

This is however a
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difficult question to answer and any suggestions must of
necessity be very limited in their scope~
The load spectra for various types of aircraft engaged in
aerial top dressing work are set out in the paper by Labett(l)
which is based on work done by the New Zealand Department of
Civil Aviatione
6G 9

In Table 2 of this paper the actual recorded

values for three Fletcher FU24 top dressing aircraft are

givene

The longest period of recording is for 400 hours and

these figures are reproduced in Table 8/IIo

This particular

aircraft had a life of 11,130 hours at the time the recordings
were takeno

The average time of each flight was 4 minutes

11 seconds and it can be seen that 400 hours represents a
considerable number of flightso

In the recorded

6G 8

values

only in=flight loads are given and landing and taxi=ing loads
are ignoredo

It is however, estimated that the loading cycle

imposes a load of =0o39 °G
TABLE 8/II~

Recorded

0

on the aircrafto
6G 8

Values for a Fletcher FU24

(From Labett) o
6G 8

Level~

=005

Ool

Oo5

1o5

lo9

2e5

2a9

3o5

Oo63

13,.5

46.,3

27"0

9o7

4.,69

1<>44

Average
Counts/Hour~

0.,01

Average Landings/Hour at =0 39
0

6Gff

= 14e34

From Table 8/11 it can be seen that the highest recorded
8G 8

level was 3o5Q

The datum for all recordings was 1

representing straight and level flighto

9G 6

Thus a value of 3.5

OG 6 means that the aircraft experiences a stress fluctuation
of amplitude 2 5
0

6

G8 o

For fatigue loading purposes this could

be represented by a fluctuating stress of lo25
superimposed mean stress of 1

6G 8 e

8G 8

with

a

From private information

given by Mro Labett it appears that the stress level
represented by 1

6

G O is 2 o5 tons/ sq o ino for the Fletcher

aircraft and this means that a
to 30125 tons/sqeine

6

G 8 value of 1.., 25 is equi'\ralent

Taking the most severe test condition

in the present research, that given by a notched specimen in
superphosphate, it is found. from Figure 4/9 that at-a stress
level of 3el25 tons/sqeino the specimen life would be of the
order of 33 x 106 cycles
From Table 8/II the frequency of
0

cycling is lo44/hour and thus the life in hours of a Oo25 ino
6
6
33
diameter specimen is
:
that is 23 x 10 hourso ·From
1 4

4° ,

this it appears that the •reduction in fatigue life in thick
sections due to the presence of a notch and moist
superphosphate is not sufficient to cause alarme

However,

it must be remembered that the above value is largely
speculative and is based oh

0G 8

values near the wing root,

that is in major structural memberse

For sheet material.and

for riveted joints such as occur in the Fletcher aircraft a
very much shorter fatigue life,, could be expected than for a
thick section and thus accelerated failures of this type of
structure can be expected under the influence of mo~st
superphosphatee

A further factor to be considered is the

cumulative effect of all stress loadings on the aircrafto

What does emerge from the above analysis is that a major
structural failure of say a wing spar is unlikely unless a
crack is already present&
failure could be expectede

In such a case, then a very rapid
The major impLication of practical

importance is the need for continued and thorough checking of
top dressing aircraft for cracking, signs of corrosion and
damaged paintworko

Components showing any of these features

must be regarded as being suspect and would require to be
carefully checked before being returned to services

8 "4

§.Hg~t~d Futur~.Ji~,!s ..
In order to check fully the theory of corrosion

accelerated fatigue advanced in Section

Bel,

further work on

the problem of initiation and propagation of fatigue cracks
in the presence of wet corrosive media is requiredo

These

studies would have to be designed fully to elucidate whether
crack initiation times under corrosive conditions are the
same as those in air or vacuum or whether the corrodent is
having some effect at low stress levelso

A clue to this

would be the presence of persistent slip bands and other
fatigue damage and whether corrosion pits are formed before
or concurrent with the fatigue cracksG

This study would

possibly, best be done using single crystals~

The work should

also be extended to other alloy systems particularly the
steels, especially the newer high strength low alloy
structural steelse

There is also a need to check the effects of random
loading on corrosion accelerated fatigue both for notched
and un-notched specimenso

Any study of this nature should

include the 2024 a.luminium alloy in moist superphosphate ..
In order to gain information of practical value to the
aerial top dressing industry the study of the fatigue
properties of the 2024 alloy in superphosphate ·should be
extended to actual components and riveted joints in sheet
metal preferably under random loadingo

With information now

available on the load spectra of agricultural aircraft it
would be possible to design suitable random loading tests
which would simulate the actual aircraft loadings and thus
be able to produce information of practical value to the
industry.,
If New Zealand is to continue selling the Fletcher
agricultural aircraft to overseas buyers it is possible that
at some stage a full=scale fatigue test on the aircraft will
be requiredo

While this would be a costly and time

consuming research project it would be possible to incorporate
into the test the effects of a superphosphate environment
and thus answer the question originally posed as to the
effect of this corrodent on the aircraft fatigue lifee

Suc.h

information would be of considerable value when deciding on a
safe working life for the Fletcher aircrafto

CHAPTER

9..

c ONCLUS IONS

N I !i.],.

G

These conclusions are based on the experimental conditions
of the present research work and apply to the 2024 aluminium
alloyo

It is felt that the conclusions on fractography can

be applied to other high strength aluminium alloys, but may
not necessarily apply to other alloy systems such as the
steelss

The ideas postulated for the mechanism of corrosion

accelerated fatigue are possibly applicable to all metals and
alloyso
(1)

Superphosphate in the presence of moisture
causes accelerated fatigue failures in the
2024

(2)

=

T4 aluminium alloyo

P-re=corrosion of the specimens in the absence
of stress also results in a reduction in
fatigue lifeo

(3)

Two fracture modes operate in air fatigue
tests, the crack starting in the tensile mode
at right angles to the applied tensile stress
and then changing to the shear mode at 35°
to the tensile stresso

In corrosion

accelerated fatigue failures only the shear
mode is operativea

(4)

The presence of a suitable stress
concentrator in high stress level
tests in air can eliminate the tensile
mode of cracking and produce pure
shear mode fracturese

The cycle

frequency of the test has a considerable
.effect on this, the higher the frequency
the greater the likelihood of shear mode
fractures.,
(5)

Multiple cracking is a feature of
corrosion accelerated fatigue failures
especially at low stress levelse

(6)

In metal fatigue, whether in air, vacuum
or under highly corrosive conditions,
essentially the same mechanisms of crack
initiation and crack propagation operateo

(7)

The corrodent has little, if any, effect
on crack initiationo

(8)

The effect of the corrodent is to
accelerate crack propagation rates,
therefore giving a greatly reduced
fatigue lifeo

188.

(9)

The effect of the corrodent on crack
propagation rates is most marked up to
about 40% of the corrosion fatigue life,
after this period crack propagation
rates are the same regardless as to
whether the test is continued in the
corrodent or in air.

(10)

The corrodent accelerates crack propagation
rates by attacking the plastically deformed
metal at the crack root thus 'Weakening the
metal bonds and permitting easy crack
propagation under the applied stresso

(11)

The effect of protective coatings whether
anodic, painted or of any other form is
simply to prevent the corrodent attacking
the crack 1 tip:i> thus preventing any
acceleration of crack propagation rateso

(12)

The effect of cycle frequency on un~notched
specimens in a corrosive environment is to
stifle corrosive attack at the crack tip
thereby prolonging the fatigue life under
the corrosive conditionse
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APPENDIX

A~

Typical results of rotating beam fatigue tests in air,
superphosphate/water and superphosphate/moist airo
Stress Level

Qxc~~Failure

Air

TcmsL sg" ino

19o2
16025

13o3

;=,o

§J:!12e;:/Ji 2Q

205

X

10 4

2J:U2er LA i~

5

X

10

6

7o5

X

104

1

X

104
105

87

X

106

2e 15

:X:

1o5

2

X

1o5

608

5

3.,75

X

1 Oa 35

1 0 8'\:

3.,75

X

1o5

9

X

105

7o4

l 0 8 '..,.

2,,9

X

106

2o3

X

l 06

4.,4

10 8'..,.

24 o l

X

10

3908

X

10

;\: Specimen unbroken

6

6

APPENDIX

B~

Typical :t:'esults of rotating beam fatigue tests in

potassic: superphosphate, tap water and 3% NaCL

§,tresLb.§Y,tl

:r on_'9Ls ~
19o2

Qycles~o Failure
Potassic
2 X , ;4
4

Tap Water

6025 :x 10 4
5
1 "5 X 10

3=;°",~~
104
105

7 5

X

5

1 e 35

X

5

3a25

X

10 6

9

X

105
105

5 8 :x: 1 0 6

7 5

X

106

16025

5

X

10

130 3

2

X

105

2o8

X

10

10035

6

X

10 5

80

5

X

10

7 J+

8

X

10

4.,9

X

30 1

X

106

5

3% NaCl

0

0

200"

Typical results of notched rotating beam tests in air
and superphosphate/moist airs

,§ t

f:2:cles t£L_,Iailure

re;,§_§,_ L'?fil

~sg_0inc/2

Air"

3 X 105
4 X 10 5

21Jper/AJ:;:"
1.5 X 104

10 5

l

X

1 o5

2

X

l o4

105

5"5

X

105

L6 x 10 6

705

X

5
1o

5

8

11 5
0

X

X

X

10 6

10 8''(
,'( Specimen unbroken

1 o 8 X 10

37 6
0

X

6

10 6

201.,

APPENDIX

D:

Typical results for painted specimens (un=notched) in
air and superphosphate/moist aire
QY,gles to Failure

Stress Level

Al£•~

!211 s / s g~"

.§gperLAir.
1

X

1o5

3

X

1o5

19,, 2

l

X

5
1o

17 e 2

2

X

l o5

7 .,5

X

l o5

4

X

106

l.,2x 106

9" l

X

106

2ro3

X

106

86.,5

X

106

2,. 8

X

106

5.,7

X

106

16025

14,, 3
13.,35
13 ,; 3

1 0 8''(

10035

,~ Spee imen unbroken

202,

Typical results of direct stress fatigue tests in air
and in superphosphate/moist air for both notched and
un=no:::ched specimens:,.
Cyg~~2....E2:l:,lure

§.!;re slL.bsDl..18 1
l.Qns LES1..Rln,,

,Notchfil!
Sup~/ Ai,;:,.

1L~ched

.§uRer~"

1. 25 x 1o5

20., 2

"

1 ., 8

c.;

lo-

17,2

4 •,; 3

X

l O"'

16,2

6,19

X

1o5

4,,48

X

10 4

3015 :x: 10 5

14., 18

1 .,,L.3

X

2.14

X

1o.5

6,34

X

lo~

120 15

6

X

106
6~'<
10

4,,37

X

1o5

1 ., 56

X

10 6

100 13

1.a04

X

106

2r-57

X

6,08

6,68

X

10

'~ Specimen unbroken

I

6,\:'

X

,::;

10 6''-'

1

